PLAN OF SERVICES
Kendall Sustainable Infrastructure (“KSI”) along with our EPC partner GreenSpark Solar are pleased to
provide the following ‘Plan of Services’ related to the solar installation at the Town of Bernardston
Landfill. This Plan of Service as well as conceptual project design is grounded in the 20+ years of
renewable energy development experience of KSI and GreenSpark, as well as the more than 100MW of
installed solar energy projects throughout the northeast that the two companies have collectively
designed, built, financed, owned and operated. The recommended project approach is structured to
optimize the system from a design perspective, while providing the project with the best chance to be
completed successfully.
Conceptual Design
● Capacity - 1727.7 kW DC; 1250 kW AC
● Projected annual output - 2,073 MWh
● Number of panels and modules - (1,404) REC 375w; (2,730) Astronergy 440w
● Inverter size, capacity and locations - (10) Sungrow 125kW inverters
● Types of mounting and ballast system - RBI Ballasted Ground Mount, Fixed Tilt
● Overall system footprint - ~172,500 square feet
The layout as proposed maximizes the available space on the landfill, while maintaining the necessary
setbacks away from slopes. The proposed layout is based on a new interconnection application
submitted to Eversource to increase the AC capacity from 1MW to 1.25MW to increase overall
production and lower the Inverter Loading Ratio to between 1.3 and 1.4, which aligns more with typical
industry standards. Additionally, the project utilizes two different modules.
The REC modules are safe harbored to take advantage of a higher federal tax credit that can be applied
to the project. The remaining modules are higher wattage, bifacial Tier 1 modules. Both modules are
provided with industry standard 12-year parts warranties and 25 year production warranties that they
will produce at 80% of their power output rating by the end of year 25.
Conceptual Design of the array including a site plan, three-line diagram, and equipment data sheets for
modules, inverters, and racking are included as Attachment A.
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Electricity Sales and Agreements
• Describe the proposed approach to electricity sales and identify assumptions that are the basis
for the proposed compensation for Solar Landfill site.
• If the Respondent is proposing to sell electricity or net metering credits to the Town, provide a
draft agreement indicating the terms and conditions on which such sale would be made that the
Respondent would be ready to execute, provided that the draft sales agreement shall not include
any information on prices or amounts to be charged to the Town.
The program that the solar project will participate in is assumed to be an expanded Block 8 SMART
program in Eversource West. The off-takers will be part of the community solar program. The 20-year
fixed rate incentive for solar generated power is therefore based on:
Block 8 Base Compensation
Qualified Landfill re-use
Community Shared Solar
Total Incentive

$0.10737
$0.04000
$0.03757___
$0.18494

Off-taker options: The off-takers for the project may include:
a) The Town and/or its subdivisions that regularly use electricity, including but not limited to Town
buildings, schools, water treatment plants, libraries, fields, or other Town owned and operated
facilities (may be some or all of the off-take)
a. Typical structure is 20-year off-take agreement with extensions
b) Town residents who participate through the program (may be some or all of the off-take)
c) Off-takers who are not Town residents but who are within the utility territory who participate
through the program (may be some or all of the off-take)
The Town of Bernardston and its municipal facilities can participate as off-takers. Based on the Town’s
provided FY 2019 and FY 2020 electrical usage and the current system’s estimated output, the Town can
be allocated approximately ~5% of the system’s energy output, with the remaining energy sales for
community solar being procured, allocated to, and managed by KSI and GreenSpark. The majority of the
energy is expected to be for residential and commercial customers, and it is not a requirement that the
Town participates.
A draft PPA with terms and conditions for the Town of Bernardston is attached here as Attachment C,
and proposed pricing can be found in the Pricing Proposal.
Electrical Interconnection
● Describe concerns specific to the electrical interconnection for the Landfill Site and how they will
be addressed. Confirm willingness to fund any (and if required) initial interconnection study and
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subsequent system impact studies. Identify overall limits or conditions on willingness to fund
additional interconnection studies and system impact studies, if any.
The project will be interconnected to Eversource’s distribution system. A new Interconnection
Application will be filed for the proposed interconnection approach. The utility will perform an initial
review of the requested interconnection to determine if the request can proceed under the
Expedited or Standard Process. The ability to proceed under the Expedited Process depends on the
size of the generator, component certifications (IEEE, UL, etc.), condition of the 13.8 kV distribution
circuit, and the associated impact of interconnecting the generator.
Our proposed plan for interconnection as is detailed in our preliminary layout is to interconnect to
the 13.8kV circuit along Nelson Drive to the north of the project array. The proposed plan is for a
1.25 MW AC connection to maximize the capacity at the identified project area and maintain an
Inverter Load Ratio (ILR) between 1.3 and 1.4. KSI is committed to fund the initial interconnection
application as well as subsequent system impact studies. If during either of these phases, a fatal flaw
or significant upgrade cost barrier causes interconnection expenses to rise above $200,000, KSI and
GreenSpark reserve the right to put development on hold to determine a viable path forward with
the Town.
Permitting
● Describe the approach to design and installation of the Facility to avoid penetration of and
adverse impacts on the landfill cap.
● Discuss the approach to stormwater management and erosion controls, and any other concerns
specific to the acquisition of a post-closure use permit and any other permits, and how they will
be addressed.
GreenSpark Solar has led the permitting of over 50MW of wind and solar installations in Massachusetts
and New York State. This includes the 1.5MW wind turbine installation at Jiminy Peak Mountain Resort,
as well as the dual axis solar tracker located at Berkshire East Mountain Resort. Additionally, GreenSpark
has overseen the permitting approval of two solar arrays located on landfills and worked through the
State siting requirements to ensure the arrays could be located on the landfill without impacting the
cap, and updating Site Management Plans to ensure the long-term integrity of the landfill.
Once interconnection is understood and a layout is determined, GreenSpark Solar will file a special
permit application for site plan review with the Town of Bernardston Planning Board for approval of the
array on behalf of KSI. From here, the project team will work closely with the Town and the
Massachusetts Department of Environmental Protection to obtain a Post-Closure Use Permit with the
Town as co-permittee. Additionally, the Post Closure Plan related to monitoring once the array is
operational, primarily related to possible settlement and erosion control, will be updated based on the
construction of the project.
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During project construction, GreenSpark Solar as the EPC will take all necessary precautions to avoid any
penetration of the cap. This will be accomplished by using concrete ballasts to mount the racking and
above-ground cable trays and harnesses for wiring. Any heavy equipment including ballast will be
moved around the site using tracked vehicles to displace weight and limit any soil disturbance. Any
rutting that may occur will be quickly repaired and investigated to ensure there is no damage to the cap.
A stormwater and erosion control plan will be commissioned with the project engineer to ensure that
any stormwater runoff is minimized.
Financing
● Describe the approach to financing both during the pre-construction development period and for
the component acquisition, installation and construction of each facility. Identify sources, preexisting blanket agreements and arrangements to provide financing, and terms to the extent
available, prior history with and capabilities of the anticipated sources, and typical conditions
precedent and contingencies.
Financing for the Bernardston Solar project will be provided by Kendall Sustainable Infrastructure (“KSI”)
and its affiliates.
KSI is based in Cambridge, MA and is dedicated to financing and owning sustainable infrastructure
projects, including solar projects that are similar in virtually all respects to the Bernardston Solar project.
KSI, and funds that it controls exclusively, will arrange for 100% of all financing required for the
construction and operation of the Bernardston solar project.
KSI will:
1. Evaluate all aspects of the project, including:
a. Land control and other issues relating to long-term use of the site
b. Amount of power expected to be produced, including the proposed design of the
system, energy storage and other factors
c. Permitting issues
d. Interconnection to the grid
e. Off-take, including what entities or individuals will use the power or energy credits
produced by the system.
2. Finalize economic analysis, including:
a. Total costs of construction
b. Operations and maintenance budget
c. Lease payments
d. Total revenue, including:
i. Massachusetts SMART program base compensation rate
ii. Adder rate for community shared solar
iii. Adder rate for qualified landfill re-use
iv. Adder rate for storage adder
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v. Additional power revenue
e. Tax payments
f. Decommissioning expenses
Upon being awarded the project, KSI will then structure a payment plan whereby it will pay Greenspark
for the construction of the project. That payment plan will include:
●
●
●
●
●

Initial payment to Greenspark upon Notice to Proceed
Progress payment as agreed for funding equipment purchases and other project costs
Progress payment for Mechanical Completion of the project
Payment for Substantial Completion of the construction of the project
Final payment

All payments will be from accounts controlled by KSI and its affiliated funds that are controlled by KSI in
its full discretion. There will be no requirement or need to obtain construction financing from third
parties.
KSI’s project financing approach offers the best value for the following reasons:
●

KSI has a strong balance sheet and the ability to structure and pay development and
construction expenses in a timely manner

●

KSI has served as a finance partner with GreenSpark on 12 completed projects that are similar
to the Bernardston project. All 12 were constructed and put into operation in a timely manner
and are providing services to their customers

●

KSI structures competitive lease payments to landowners that allow them to benefit from land,
such as landfills, that does not have a higher economic use

●

KSI projects offer electricity savings to our off-takers.

Funding development and construction: Upon award of the project, development and construction
expenses, including permitting, design, interconnection and full construction of the project will be borne
by GreenSpark and KSI. No cash outlay for development or construction activities will be required from
the Town.
Construction and Installation
● Describe the proposed approach to construction and installation. Identify the roles of the
Respondent and any project partners or subcontractors. Discuss particular techniques and
concerns for construction on the surface of a closed landfill.
KSI and GreenSpark are uniquely qualified to provide the experience necessary to successfully complete
a PV project that will maximize the financial benefits to the Town of Bernardston. Our familiarity with,
and direct experience in, the commercial PV market ensures the delivery of a high-quality project that is
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cost competitive and timely. From design engineering to procurement, project finance, installation and
operations, the assembled team of experts will be able to guide the proposed project through the entire
PV development and operation process.
GreenSpark will act as the EPC contractor for the project. GreenSpark’s organizational structure
encourages teamwork and effective communications to not only maximize efficiency, but also to
provide all parties with a broader understanding of the development process. GreenSpark utilizes select
external resources and licensed professional engineers to provide specialized services that enhance the
company’s development expertise. Operating a business in this manner allows GreenSpark to readily
accept responsibility for all work and to excel in teaming arrangements.
GreenSpark’s approach to every project has evolved through a holistic understanding of commercialscale energy development. Each new project the company takes on builds upon an expanding
foundation of practical renewable energy project experience. Our offer of service is backed by the
weight of practical lessons harvested from developing renewable energy projects similar to the one
envisioned. GreenSpark prides itself on an ability to adapt not only to the different demands of the each
project, but to the technical characteristics of the location, as well as the community-centric aspects of
the project.
GreenSpark follows best practices for PV construction and safety measures as outlined in both our
General Safety Plan and Site-Specific Safety Plans to ensure compliance with OSHA requirements as well
as all other relevant US Laws, Approved Codes of Practice, and the customer, owner or owner's Agent's
site rules, and Safety Procedures. GreenSpark has also received NYSERDA's Quality Installer Designation,
awarded to less than 10% of installers in New York State. Our team of experts include NABCEP certified
installers and experienced PV professionals. Each site is overseen by a Project Manager and Site
Supervisor (OSHA 30 Certified). All GreenSpark safety plans include COVID-19 guidelines following OSHA
and CDC recommendations. We continue to monitor best practices related to general construction
safety, solar-specific training & safety, and COVID-19 related guidelines.
For the Town of Bernardston Landfill Project, the project team will draw from the numerous solar
installations on landfill/brownfield including most recently for the Village of Brockport, New York.
During the design phase, the project limitations and landfill weight capacity will be understood to
determine the best path forward for construction. It is assumed for this installation that the use of
tracked vehicles will be necessary to deliver equipment, particularly concrete ballast. KSI and
GreenSpark will work closely with the Town and Town Engineer to develop a clear plan for operation on
the landfill site that aligns with the Post Closure standards and minimizes any disruption to the soil on
the cap. Any soil disturbance will be quickly addressed to ensure there is no damage to the cap and
remedied using additional topsoil.
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Operations and Maintenance
● Describe the proposed approach to operation and maintenance of the facilities and methods for
monitoring, output tracking and reporting, including networks for operations monitoring and
field services. Identify whether services will be provided by Respondent, by an affiliate, or by a
third-party, and identify the responsible entity. Discuss security measures, emergency response
plans and coordination with local first responders.
GreenSpark will be contracted by KSI to perform regular preventative maintenance plans to maximize
energy production, minimize downtime, and extend the system’s operating. The scope of PV System
Monitoring, Operation and Maintenance is summarized below:
•
Performance Monitoring, Notification and Troubleshooting – A service center that is capable of
constantly monitoring the system’s operational status and will notify us promptly when there is an
outage or unusual decrease in system performance. Our technical experts are also available to assist
facility and energy personnel with troubleshooting problems.
•
Preventative Maintenance and Inspections – The project’s O&M plan enables GreenSpark
technicians to proactively identify and fix potential problems before they occur, and keep the system
performing its best. These services can include infrared photography for hot spots, manufacturer
recommended maintenance, hardware torque checks, array cleanings, and other important tasks.
•
Corrective Maintenance – GreenSpark’s staff of skilled certified field service technicians have
the expertise and equipment to perform the necessary corrective action to quickly mitigate potential
risks to the solar system and minimize any downtime.
•
Preferred Partner Agreements – Strong partnerships with our system component manufacturers
allow us to inventory and strategically position service parts; enabling quick resolution of problems with
the shortest possible downtime.
•
System Performance Reports – Includes a performance report that compares actual energy
production to predicted energy production and other key performance indicators.
•
Data Acquisition/Telemetry System -The data acquisition/telemetry system will provide realtime monitoring as well as downloadable data. Out-of-range performance can be detected by the
telemetry monitoring system or by O&M personnel through periodic checking, and automatic alarms
will be sent by the telemetry system.
Additional tasks related to the landfill will be incorporated in this plan that will reflect the Post Closure
Plan, which may include an investigation of any settling or erosion where the ballast blocks or locations
and an investigation of other areas of the cap to determine any problematic areas where there is runoff
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or sediment collecting. If identified, KSI/GSS will work with the Town to remedy the situation and
ensure the cap remains in compliance with Mass DEP requirements.
Financial Assurance Mechanisms
● Describe the mechanisms that will be used to (a) secure the cost of removal of the facility and
return of the Solar Landfill Site to pre-construction condition, or secure the completion of the
facility, in the event that the Respondent abandons the facility after the commencement of
construction and prior to achieving commercial operation; and (b) secure the Respondent’s
obligation to remove the facility after the end of the Term.
The Solar Facility will have a maturity date of twenty (20) to thirty (30) years. This Plan assumes that a
Solar Facility will be dismantled and the Facility Site restored to a state similar to its pre-construction
condition at the 20-year maturity date. The Plan also covers the case of the abandonment of a Solar
Facility, for any reason prior to the 20-year maturity date.
Decommissioning of the Solar Facility will include the disconnection of the Solar Facility from the
electrical grid and the removal of all Solar Facility components above and below ground, including:
•
•
•
•

Photovoltaic (PV) modules, panel racking and supports;
Inverter units, substation, transformers, and other electrical equipment;
Access roads, wiring cables, communication tower, perimeter fence; and,
Concrete foundations.

The decommissioning plan will be based on current best management practices and procedures. This
Plan may be subject to revision based on new standards and emergent best management practices at
the time of decommissioning. Permits will be obtained as required and notification will be given to
stakeholders prior to decommissioning.
KSI as the project owner will be responsible for the decommissioning of the solar project and restoration
of the location. KSI will also fulfill the Town’s request of a $200,000 surety bond for the purposes of
decommissioning the site.
Public Communications
● Describe the website to be provided for real-time output tracking for each facility and
installation. Describe other public communications initiatives to be implemented.
KSI and GreenSpark recognize the importance of communicating project progress and technical details
of the project to the general public throughout the project. This is of particular importance when
developing a project on an environmentally sensitive site such as this. The project team will provide
consistent updates throughout the development process that can be made public and weekly detailed
construction reports detailing how the project is progressing through to commercial operation.
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KSI/GreenSpark have formed relationships with local educational institutions to maximize the
educational benefits of renewable energy assets in the community. Examples have included the
development of renewable energy curricula to incorporate into classrooms, school presentations and
workshops, and the incorporation of real-time data monitoring into the classroom. As part of a PPA
project with the Town of Williamson, New York, GreenSpark entered into an agreement with the Wayne
County Board of Cooperative Education Services (“BOCES”) to provide hands-on training to students
during the installation of a 1.5MW solar PV system and train students and staff. We will commit to
exploring these types of opportunities with the Town and community.
The PV system will be monitored to demonstrate it meets expectations and records system production
through an online monitoring system. The system owner and the Town of Bernardston will have access
to real-time PV system performance and historical data to track status of the system. Historical data will
be available for download and analysis.to assist with long-term operations and maintenance procedures
for the system. As part of our proposal we will provide a web interface that will display real-time energy
production of the system that will be made available for public viewing.
Estimated Project Schedule
Contract Award
Lease Executed
Prelim Engineering Survey & Interconnection
Application Filed
Pre-Application Report
System Impact Study
Permitting and Regulatory Filings
Interconnection Agreement Executed
100% Construction Design
Building Permit Secured
Notice to Proceed
Initial Date of Construction
Commissioning
Commercial Operation Date

October 1, 2021
December 1, 2021
December 15, 2021
January 1, 2022
January 15, 2022 – June 15
2022
March 1, 2022 - May 1, 2022
July 1, 2022
August 15, 2022
September 1, 2022
September 1. 2022
September 15, 2022
November 15, 2022
December 1, 2022

Site Lease
● Provide a draft site lease incorporating the roles and responsibilities of the Respondent and the
Town as described in Section 3.1 above, and the terms and conditions described in Section 3,2
above, all consistent with the other elements of the Respondent’s proposal.
KSI and GreenSpark expect the project company to enter a long-term land lease with the Town which is
expected to be for a term of 20 years with extensions. Under that lease, the Town will receive regular,
long-term lease payments.
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A draft site lease conforming to the terms and conditions requested in the RFP is attached here as
Attachment C. Payment assumptions and pricing are included in the Pricing Proposal. The terms and
conditions provided in the draft site lease do not greatly vary from the requests in the RFP.
PILOT Agreement
● If applicable, submit a draft PILOT agreement, but omit the proposed level of payment to the
Town (which shall be provided in the Price Proposal only).
A draft PILOT agreement is attached here as Attachment D. Proposed payments and assumptions are
included in the Pricing Proposal.
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STATEMENT OF QUALIFICATIONS AND EXPERIENCE
KSI Team
Kendall Sustainable Infrastructure, LLC (“KSI”) is an infrastructure investment firm based in Cambridge,
MA. We are dedicated to building and owning sustainable, long-lived assets, including solar, water, and
other infrastructure projects. We build and operate cleaner, more resilient, more local and more efficient
infrastructure. Doing this improves the quality of life for all. We believe that by empowering local
companies through the provision of finance and a problem-solving mindset that we can deliver these very
heavily demanded solutions. The local companies that we partner with and empower will grow, their
communities will get stronger, and we can produce attractive returns to our investors.
KSI has built and currently operates 58 distributed scale solar projects totaling 60 MW. All are similar to
the Town of Bernardston project in size and operation. The KSI team has detailed knowledge about the
development, design, financing, construction and operation of distributed solar projects.
John Chaimanis is a Managing Director of Kendall Sustainable Infrastructure. He is a co-founder of the
firm. His work focuses on all aspects of the business including deal sourcing, financial structuring and asset
management. Prior to Kendall, Mr. Chaimanis worked with a subsidiary of Edison International in
California where he developed and acquired over $500M of energy projects, installing 250MW of
renewable energy assets. Mr. Chaimanis is published and has lectured to universities on the topic of
energy markets and renewables. Prior to his career in energy, Mr. Chaimanis founded a charter school.
Mr. Chaimanis holds an M.B.A. from Babson College, and a B.S. in Finance from Villanova University. He
has earned a certification from US SIF for Sustainable and Responsible Investing (SRI).
Ken Lehman is a Managing Director of Kendall Sustainable Infrastructure and co-founder of the firm. Mr.
Lehman’s work includes deal sourcing, due diligence, negotiation and ongoing asset management. Prior
to Kendall, Mr. Lehman’s work includes experience at private equity management company BDC Financial,
Inc. and at the law firm of Skadden, Arps, Slate, Meagher & Flom, LLP. Mr. Lehman’s experience includes
work as an attorney, an investor and an asset manager. Mr. Lehman holds a J.D. from Columbia University
School of Law, an M.A. from Harvard University and a B.A. from Dartmouth College.

GreenSpark Team
GreenSpark is a leading solar and renewable energy contractor. We believe that locally generated clean
energy is a cost-effective, market-based solution to combat climate change and an important strategy to
strengthen our local community.
GreenSpark Solar’s success results from our passionate and experienced team coupled with our
commitment to using our business as a force for good for nearly two decades. We can be both profitable
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and collaborative – creating win-win partnerships that benefit the long term health of our company
along with our growing family of solar customers, vendors, subcontractors, and our planet.
Kevin Schulte founded GreenSpark with his best friends in 2002 and was named CEO in 2008. He
provides the leadership, vision and passion that drives the growth and success for the company. Kevin
serves on the board of the Amicus Solar Cooperative. Kevin has been recognized locally, statewide and
nationally for his contributions to the growth of the distributed wind industry, including being named
the inaugural recipient of the Community Wind Innovator Award in 2011. While Kevin’s leadership can
be calculated in megawatts, he would point to being named Rochester’s Top Workplace in 2020 as his
highest professional accomplishment. Kevin’s vision of creating a values-led, mission driven company is
contagious and resulted in not only the top workplace award, but also in receiving The Leadership
Award from Rochester’s Top Workplaces. A 2000 graduate of JMU’s School of Integrated Science and
Technology.
Scott Abbett is the Director of Operations at GreenSpark. He has been a Project Manager with
GreenSpark since 2005 with a demonstrated history of working in the renewables and environment
industry. Skilled in Wind and Solar Energy, Management, Leadership, and Project Management. Strong
program and project management professional with a Bachelor of Science (BS) focused in Integrated
Science and Technology from James Madison University. Scott oversees the commercial project
management and installation team at GreenSpark, which has completed over 80 MW of solar during his
tenure. Scott is a native of Harvard, Massachusetts. Current Assignments – Scott oversees Commercial
Operations at GreenSpark solar specifically working with Commercial Project Managers with over 30
MW of projects to be installed before the end of 2021.
Luke Spencer is the Design Manager at GreenSpark. Luke joined GreenSpark as a Wind Energy Project
Manager in 2011, where he worked on residential scale design and construction. He continued work as a
Project Engineer starting in 2013, leading the design process on multiple Mega-watt scale Wind Turbines
around the country. In 2016 he made the transition to designing commercial scale Solar Projects where
he is indispensable at the success of large projects in terms of their scope and financial viability. Luke
joined the NYS Interconnection Technical Working Group, representing NYSEIA in an effort of improving
interconnection standards. A graduate of Rochester Institute of Technology in engineering, Luke’s keen
interest in sustainability and humanitarian aid has defined his life including his work with Gulf Coast and
Haiti disaster relief efforts, and housing rights activism here in Rochester NY. Luke is currently pursuing a
Master’s Degree at the University of Colorado to expand his knowledge base on Energy Storage and
Micro-grids. Current Assignments – GreenSpark Lead Designer that oversees all large-scale commercial
design at GreenSpark. Luke is currently finalizing the final layouts of over 40 MW worth of projects to be
installed in 2021 and 2022.
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KSI Team Leader -

John Chaimanis
Managing Director
Kendall Sustainable Infrastructure
6 University Road,
Cambridge, MA 02138
jchaimanis@kendallsustainableinfrastructure.com

GreenSpark Team Leader –

Kevin Schulte
CEO
GreenSpark Solar
318 Timothy Lane
Ontario, NY 14519
Kevin.schulte@greensparksolar.com

Project Manager –

Scott Abbett
Director of Commercial Operations
GreenSpark Solar
Scott.abbett@greensparksolar.com

Project Designer –

Luke Spencer
Design Manager
NABCEP PV Installation Professional PV-042217-017124
GreenSpark Solar
Luke.spencer@greensparksolar.com

Master Electrician –

Ralph Schodel
Electrical Project Manager
GreenSpark Solar
Ralph.schodel@greensparksolar.com

Electrical Contractor-

Gable Electric
5 Westview Road
Pittsfield, MA 01201

Forms. The following forms are attached as Attachment E:
• Form 1. Tax Compliance Certification
• Form 2. Certificate of Non-collusion
• Form 3. Statement of Independent Certified Public Accountant
• Form 4. Certification of Internal Account Controls
• Form 5. Disclosure Statement for Transaction with a Public Agency Concerning
Real Property
• Form 6. Certification regarding Debarment
• US IRS Form W9. Taxpayer Identification Number
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Underwritten by
International Insurer

Green Building
Materials

2020 TOP
Performance

12-year Warranty for Materials and Processing
30-year Warranty for Extra Linear Power Output

98.00%

(1st year ≤ 2.0%, 2nd~30th years ≤ 0.45% / year)

84.95%

KEY FEATURES

+5W

OUTPUT POSITIVE TOLERANCE
Guaranteed 0~+5W positive tolerance to ensure power output.

INNOVATIONAL HALF-CUT TECHNOLOGY
Better shading tolerance, higher reliability.

INNOVATIONAL MULTI-BUSBAR TECHNOLOGY
Higher light absorption, lower risk of microcrack.

COMPREHENSIVE CERTIFICATES

SUPER PERC+ CELL TECHNOLOGY
Higher module power and module efficiency, lower power degradation.
IEC TS 62941

The first solar company which passed the
TUV Nord IEC/TS 62941 certification audit.

BIFACIAL POWER
Up to 25% additional power gain from rear side.
APPLICABLE FOR MULTI DIFFERENT ENVIRONMENTS
Wide range of applications, such as snow areas, high humidity areas and
strong sandstorm areas, etc.

For Global Market

ELECTRICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Power rating (front)

430 Wp

Testing Condition

CURVE
435 Wp

440 Wp

445 Wp

450 Wp

Front Back Front Back Front Back Front Back Front Back

STC rated output (Pmpp/Wp)

430

301

435

304

440

308

445

311

450

315

Rated voltage (Vmpp/V) at STC

40.60 41.57 40.85 41.64 41.12 41.85 41.36 42.03 41.59 42.28

Rated current (lmpp/A) at STC

10.59 7.24 10.65 7.30 10.70 7.36 10.76 7.40 10.82 7.45

Open circuit voltage (Voc/V) at STC 48.60 47.33 48.90 47.56 49.11 47.83 49.44 47.99 49.78 48.25
Short circuit current (Isc/A) at STC

11.06 7.95 11.12 7.99 11.20 8.05 11.25 8.10

Module efficiency

19.8% 13.8% 20.0% 14.0% 20.2% 14.2% 20.5% 14.3% 20.7% 14.5%

Temperature coefficient (Pmpp)

- 0.35%/°C

Temperature coefficient (Isc)

+0.035%/°C

Temperature coefficient (Voc)
Nominal module operating
temperature (NMOT)
Maximum system voltage (IEC/UL)

- 0.28%/°C

11.3

8.16

41±2°C
1500VDC

Number of diodes

3

Junction box IP rating
Maximum series fuse rating

IP 68
20 A

STC: Irradiance 1000W/m2, Cell Temperature 25°C, AM=1.5

ELECTRICAL SPECIFICATIONS (Integrated power)
Pmpp gain
5%
10%
15%
20%
25%

Pmpp
462 Wp
484 Wp
506 Wp
528 Wp
550 Wp

Vmpp
41.12 V
41.12 V
41.12 V
41.02 V
41.02 V

Impp
11.24 A
11.77 A
12.31 A
12.87 A
13.41 A

Voc
49.11 V
49.11 V
49.11 V
49.21 V
49.21 V

Isc
11.69 A
12.24 A
12.80 A
13.33 A
13.88 A

Electrical characteristics with different rear power gain (reference to 440W)

MECHANICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Outer dimensions (L x W x H)
Frame technology
Glass thickness

2094 x 1038 x 30 mm
Aluminum, silver anodized
2.0 mm
Portrait: 300 mm
Landscape: 1300 mm
4 mm² / 12 AWG
5400 Pa (front) / 2400 Pa (back)
HCB40 / MC4-EVO2

Cable length (IEC/UL)
Cable diameter (IEC/UL)
①
Maximum mechanical test load
Connector type (IEC/UL)
①

PACKING SPECIFICATIONS
①

Module Weight
Packing unit
Weight of packing unit
(for 40‘HQ container)
Number of modules per
40‘HQ container

27.5 kg
36 pcs / box

②

①
②

1035 kg
792 pcs

Tolerance
+/- 1.0kg
Subject to sales contract

Refer to Astronergy crystalline installation manual or contact technical department.
Maximum Mechanical Test Load=1.5×Maximum Mechanical Design Load.

MODULE DIMENSION DETAILS
1038 mm

30 mm
B-B
40:1

Grounding hole

11 mm

11 mm

8-9 mm x 14 mm
Mounting hole

4-7 mm x 10 mm

9 mm

4.5 mm

14 mm

30 mm

30 mm

400 mm
990 mm
1300 mm
2094 mm

14.5 mm

Mounting hole

1000 mm
16-3.5 mm x 8.5 mm

28 mm
B B

Drainage hole

© Chint Solar (Zhejiang) Co., Ltd. Reserves the right of final interpretation. please contact our company to use the latest version for contract.

http://energy.chint.com
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rec TwinPeak
2S Mono 72
SERIES
PREMIUM SOLAR PANELS
100% MADE IN SINGAPORE
REC TwinPeak 2S Mono 72 Series solar panels feature
an innovative design with high efficiency and an
industry-leading lightweight, yet robust construction,
enabling customers to get the most out of the
installation area .
Combined with the product quality and reliability of a
strong and established European brand, REC TwinPeak
2S Mono 72 Series panels are ideal for all types of
commercial rooftop and utility installations worldwide.

100%
PID
Free

REDUCES BALANCE OF
SYSTEM COSTS

IMPROVED PERFORMANCE
IN SHADED CONDITIONS

INDUSTRY-LEADING
LIGHTWEIGHT 72-CELL PANEL

100%
PID
Free

100%
PID FREE

100%
PID
Free

REC TWINPEAK 2S MONO 72 SERIES
2005 [78.9] ± 2.5

20.0%
20
25

460 [18.1]
GR

1200 [47]

960 [37.8]

1001 [39.4] ± 2.5

Cell type:
Glass:
Backsheet:
Frame:
Support bars:
Junction box:

GR

GR

17.7 [0.7]

1200 [47]

22.55 [0.9]

45 [1.8]
710 [28.0]

200 [7.9]

802.5 [31.6]
30 [1.2]

All measurements in mm [in]

Product code*: RECxxxTP2SM 72

ELECTRICAL DATA @ STC

Nominal Power - PMPP (Wp)

YEAR PRODUCT WARRANTY
YEAR LINEAR POWER
OUTPUT WARRANTY

GENERAL DATA

20.5 [0.81]

6.6 [0.26]

11 [0.43]

EFFICIENCY

144 half-cut monocrystalline PERC cells
6 strings of 24 cells in series
0.13" (3.2 mm) solar glass with
anti-reflection surface treatment
Highly resistant polymeric construction
Anodized aluminum
Anodized aluminum
3-part, 3 bypass diodes, IP67 rated
in accordance with IEC 62790

Cable:

4 mm² solar cable, 1.2 m + 1.2 m

Connectors:		

Tonglin TL-Cable01S-F (4 mm²)

in accordance with EN 50618

370

375

380

385

390

395

400

Watt Class Sorting - (W)

0/+5

0/+5

0/+5

0/+5

0/+5

0/+5

0/+5

Nominal Power Voltage - VMPP (V)

39.8

40.1

40.3

40.5

40.7

40.9

41.1

Nominal Power Current - IMPP (A)

9.30

9.36

9.43

9.51

9.58

9.66

9.73

Open Circuit Voltage - VOC (V)

47.0

47.4

48.0

48.6

49.2

49.8

50.4

Short Circuit Current - ISC (A)

10.02

10.04

10.05

10.07

10.08

10.09

10.10

Maximum system voltage:

18.4

18.7

18.9

19.2

19.4

19.7

20.0

Design load (+): snow
Maximum test load (+):

75.2 lbs/ft² (3600 Pa)
112.8 lbs/ft² (5400 Pa)*

Design load (-): wind
Maximum test load (-):

33.4 lbs/ft² (1600 Pa)
50.1 lbs/ft² (2400 Pa)*

Max series fuse rating:

25 A

Max reverse current:

25 A

Panel Efficiency (%)

Values at standard test conditions STC (airmass AM 1.5, irradiance 1000 W/m², cell temperature 77°F (25°C).
At low irradiance of 200 W/m² (AM 1.5 and cell temperature 77°F (25°C)) at least 95% of the STC module efficiency will be achieved.
* xxx indicates the nominal power class (PMPP) at STC, and can be followed by the suffix XV for modules with a 1500 V maximum system rating.

Product code*: RECxxxTP2SM 72

ELECTRICAL DATA @ NMOT

in accordance with IEC 62852, IP68 only when connected

Origin:

Made in Singapore

MAXIMUM RATINGS

Operational temperature:

-40 ... +185°F (-40 ... +85°C)
1000 V / 1500 V
+

+

+ Calculated using a safety factor of 1.5
* See installation manual for mounting instructions

Nominal Power - PMPP (Wp)

276

280

283

287

290

295

298

Nominal Power Voltage - VMPP (V)

37.1

37.3

37.5

37.7

37.9

38.1

38.3

Nominal Power Current - IMPP (A)

7.44

7.49

7.54

7.60

7.66

7.73

7.78

TEMPERATURE RATINGS

Open Circuit Voltage - VOC (V)

43.7

44.1

44.7

45.3

45.8

46.4

46.9

Nominal Module Operating Temperature:

Short Circuit Current - ISC (A)

8.02

8.03

8.04

8.06

8.06

8.07

8.08

Temperature coefficient of PMPP:

-0.37 %/°C

Temperature coefficient of VOC:

-0.28 %/°C

Temperature coefficient of ISC:

0.04 %/°C

Nominal cell operating temperature NOCT (800 W/m², AM 1.5, windspeed 1 m/s, ambient temperature 68°F(20°C).
* xxx indicates the nominal power class (PMPP) at STC, and can be followed by the suffix XV for modules with a 1500 V maximum system rating.

CERTIFICATION

*The temperature coefficients stated are linear values

WARRANTY

20 year product warranty
25 year linear power output warranty
UL 1703, Fire classification: Type 1 (1500 V XV): Type 2 (1000 V);
IEC 61215, IEC 61730, IEC 62804 (PID), IEC 62716 (Ammonia),
IEC 61701 (Salt Mist level 6),
ISO 9001: 2015, ISO 14001: 2004, OHSAS 18001: 2007

44.6°C (±2°C)

MECHANICAL DATA

Max. performance degression of 0.5% p.a. from 97.5% in year 1

Dimensions:

See warranty conditions for further details.

Area:

78.9 " x 39.4" x 1.2 " (2005 x 1001 x 30 mm)
21.6 ft² (2.01 m²)

Weight:

48.5 lbs (22 kg)

Founded in Norway in 1996, REC is a leading vertically integrated solar
energy company. Through integrated manufacturing from silicon to wafers,
cells, high-quality panels and extending to solar solutions, REC provides the
world with a reliable source of clean energy. REC’s renowned product quality
is supported by the lowest warranty claims rate in the industry. REC is a
Bluestar Elkem company with headquarters in Norway and operational
headquarters in Singapore. REC employs around 2,000 people worldwide,
producing 1.5 GW of solar panels annually.

www.recgroup.com

Specifications subject to change without notice.

1085 [42.7]

GR

Ref: PM-DS-07-23 Rev-B 07.19

28 [1.1]

String Inverter for 1500

Vdc System

Easy O&M

High Yield

Virtual central solution, easy for O&M
Compact design and light weight for easy
installation

Patent five-level topology, max. efficiency 98.9 %,
European efficiency 98.7 %, CEC efficiency 98.5 %
Full power operation without derating at 50 ℃

Grid Support

Saved Investment

Compliance with both IEC and UL safety,
EMC and grid support regulations
Low/High voltage ride through (L/HVRT)
Active & reactive power control and power
ramp rate control

DC 1500 V, AC 600 V, low system initial
investment
1 to 5 MW power block design for lower MV
transformer and labor cost
Max. DC/AC ratio up to 1.5

Circuit Diagram

Efficiency Curve
100%

DC EMI
Filter

DC

AC
Filter

AC
Relays

AC EMI
Filter

L2
L3

Efficiency

98%
L1

96%
94%

Vdc=860 V
Vdc=1050 V

92%
DC Switch

DC SPD

DC Bus

Inverter Circuit
(DC/AC)

AC SPD

AC
Switch

PE

90%
0%

Vdc=1250 V

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

Normalized Output Power

© 2018 Sungrow Power Supply Co., Ltd. All rights reserved.
Subject to change without notice. Version 1.0

70%

80%

90%

100%

Input (DC)

SG125HV

Max. PV input voltage
Min. PV input voltage / Startup input voltage
Nominal input voltage
MPP voltage range
MPP voltage range for nominal power
No. of independent MPP inputs
No. of DC inputs
Max. PV input current
Max. DC short-circuit current

1500 V
860 V / 920 V
1050 V
860 – 1450 V
860 – 1250 V
1
1
148 A
240 A

Output (AC)
AC output power
Max. AC output current
Nominal AC voltage
AC voltage range
Nominal grid frequency / Grid frequency range
THD
DC current injection
Power factor at nominal power / Adjustable power factor
Feed-in phases / Connection phases

125000 VA @ 50 ℃
120 A
3 / PE, 600 V
480 – 690 V
50 Hz / 45 – 55 Hz, 60 Hz / 55 – 65 Hz
< 3 % (at nominal power)
< 0.5 % In
> 0.99 / 0.8 leading – 0.8 lagging
3/3

Efficiency
Max. efficiency / Euro. efficiency / CEC effciency

98.9 % / 98.7 % / 98.5 %

Protection
DC reverse connection protection
AC short-circuit protection
Leakage current protection
Grid monitoring
DC switch / AC switch
Overvoltage protection

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes / Yes
DC Type II / AC Type II

General Data
Dimensions (W*H*D)
Weight
Isolation method
Degree of protection
Night power consumption
Operating ambient temperature range
Allowable relative humidity range (non-condensing)
Cooling method
Max. operating altitude
Display / Communication
DC connection type
AC connection type
Compliance

Grid support
Type designation

670*902*296 mm 26.4''*35.5''*11.7''
76 kg 167.5 lb
Transformerless
IP 65 NEMA 4X
<4W
-25 to 60 ℃ (> 50 ℃ derating) -13 to 140 ℉ (> 122 ℉ derating)
0 – 100 %
Smart forced air cooling
4000 m (> 3000 m derating) 13123 ft (> 9843 ft derating)
LED, Bluetooth+APP / RS485
OT or DT terminal (Max. 185 mm² 350 Kcmil)
OT or DT terminal (Max. 185 mm² 350 Kcmil)
CE, IEC 62109-1/-2, IEC 61000-6-2/-4, IEC 61727, IEC 62116, IEC 610003-11/-12, UL 1741, UL 1741 SA, IEEE 1547, IEEE 1547.1, CSA
C22.2 107.1-01 and California Rule 21
LVRT, HVRT, active & reactive power control and power ramp rate control
SG125HV-10

© 2018 Sungrow Power Supply Co., Ltd. All rights reserved.
Subject to change without notice. Version 1.0

Ballasted Landfill Solutions|GM-BL
Our commitment to testing and innovation allows us to develop stronger, more cost-effective
mounting solutions that can handle even the toughest site conditions. Non-penetrating ground
mount solutions are now available as a precast foundation or cast-in-place. Pre-assembled post
foundations and pre-assembled top chords reduce the amount of field connections to reduce
installation labor time and costs.

Why choose RBI Solar?
• Precast or cast-in-place solutions

• ETL classified to UL 2703

• Non-penetrating alternative to driven systems

• Pre-assembly options available

• Racking is mechanically attached to concrete

• Customizable to site-specific requirements

block foundations to allow for easy disassembly • Options for providing concrete material,
for future maintenance on landfill caps

www.rbisolar.com

concrete placement and racking installation

Ballasted Landfill Ground Mount Solution Features
Foundation and racking design

Site wind speeds 170+ mph and ground snow loads 90+ psf

Signed and sealed drawings

Available in all 50 states

Proprietary on-site testing

Engineered for site specific coefficient of friction

Pre-assembled parts

On-site labor reduction

Variable slope

Accommodates slopes up to 30% (with topographic site map)

20-yr standard warranty

Proven rack reliability and bankability

G115 minimum galvanized coating

Exceeds ASTM and UL standards for 30% extended life

Post options

Cost-effective cee channel or I-beam posts

Driven post refusal alternative

Ability to address challenging soils or impenetrable sites

Module configurations

Portrait, landscape (all module types)

Raised purlins

Integrated bonding and grounding to UL 2703

Corrosion class

System available for all corrosion classes

Wire management and electrical

Integrated wire management and auxiliary mounting options

Precast Solution

Cast-in-Place Solution

• No weather delays and less susceptible to
freeze/thaw cycles
• Reduces on-site man hours, ability to relocate or re-use
• Vast network of RBI Solar precasters
• Cleaner sites! Eliminates concrete trucks washout areas
• No risk for hidden costs such as accelerators, retarders,
curing requirements, concrete pumps, or winter mixes

•
•
•
•
•

Reduced initial lead time
Independent of precaster’s capacity or costs
Heavy transportation equipment not required
Option for remote areas or for international projects
RBI Solar can assist in concrete mix design, QA/QC,
and inspections to validate concrete meets ACI/ASTM
standards

Contact us at info@rbisolar.com or (513) 242-2051
DESIGN

.

ENGINEERING

.

M A N U FA C T U R I N G

.

I N S TA L L AT I O N

5513 Vine Street, Cincinnati, OH 45217 | 513-242-2051 | info@rbisolar.com | www.rbisolar.com

ATTACHMENT B
DRAFT SOLAR POWER PURCHASE AGREEMENT

Solar Power Purchase Agreement
Massachusetts – Host – Anchor
This Solar Power Purchase Agreement (this “Agreement”) is entered into by the parties listed below (each a “Party” and collectively
the “Parties”) as of _________________, 2021 (the “Effective Date”).
General Information
Purchaser:
Name
and
Address

Phone
Fax
E-mail
Local Distribution
Utility (“LDC”)

[Name/state of organization/type of entity]
Town of Bernardston, MA
[_____] Street Name
City, State 00000-000
Attention: Customer Contact
(

) ____-_____
None
_______@___________
Eversource

Seller:
Name
and
Address

[Name/state of organization/type of entity]
Seller Name
[_____] Street Name
City, State 00000-0000
Attention: Seller Contact

Phone
Fax
E-mail
Project Name

( ) ____-_____
( ) ____-_____
_______@___________

Satellite Accounts & Allocations.
Satellite Account
Number

Location

Historic Annual
Peak Consumption
(kWh & year)

Highest 15-Minute Integrated
Kilowatt Demand (kW)
(Previous 12 months)

Allocation
Percent
(%)

This Agreement sets forth the terms and conditions of the delivery of and payment for solar generated electricity credits (the “Credits”)
generated allocated to the Purchaser’s accounts (“Satellite Accounts”) and priced based on the Metered Electrical Output from the solar
panel system described in Exhibit 2 (the “System”).
The exhibits listed below are incorporated by reference and made part of this Agreement.
Exhibit 1
Exhibit 2
Exhibit 3

Term & Pricing
System Description, Delivery Point, and System Premises (the “Premises”)
General Terms and Conditions

Purchaser: Town of Bernardston

Seller: [Seller Name]

Signature:
Printed Name:
Title:
Date:

Signature:
Printed Name:
Title:
Date:

Exhibit 1
Term, Pricing, & Initial Allocations
1.

Initial Term: Twenty (20) years, beginning on the Commercial Operation Date (the “Initial Term”).
Additional Terms: Up to two (4) terms of five (5) years each beginning on the expiration of the Initial Term
(each an “Additional Term”). [TO BE DISCUSSED]

2.

Contract Price: [AS PER RFP RESPONSE]
Contract Year
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

$/kWh
[$_____]
[$_____]
[$_____]
[$_____]
[$_____]
[$_____]
[$_____]
[$_____]
[$_____]
[$_____]
[$_____]
[$_____]
[$_____]
[$_____]
[$_____]
[$_____]
[$_____]
[$_____]
[$_____]
[$_____]
[$_____]
[$_____]
[$_____]
[$_____]
[$_____]

3.

The first contract year (“Contract Year”) shall commence on the Commercial Operation Date, and each
subsequent Contract Year shall commence on the anniversary of the Commercial Operation Date.

4.

Contract Price Assumptions. The Contract Price is based on the following assumptions:

5.

a.

Interconnection costs for the System will not exceed $[200,000] in the aggregate.

b.

Statutory prevailing wage rates (e.g., Davis-Bacon) do not apply.

c.

The Contract Price is inclusive of Seller’s Taxes (as defined in Section 3(d) of Exhibit 3) at the rates in
effect as of the Effective Date (to the extent that such rates are known or knowable by Seller on the
Effective Date).

Contract Price Exclusions. Unless Seller and Purchaser have agreed otherwise in writing, and except as
otherwise provided in this Agreement the Contract Price excludes the following:

a.

Changes in System design caused by any inaccuracy or ambiguity in information provided by Purchaser,
including information regarding Purchaser’s energy use, the Premises, including building plans and
specifications.

b.

Any sales tax and gross receipts taxes.

ii

Exhibit 2
System Description
1.

System Location:

2.

System Size: MWAC

3.

System Description (Expected Structure, Etc.):

4.

Delivery Point and Premises:
a.

Premises: Location as above.

b.

Delivery point for electricity generated by the System (the “Delivery Point”): Seller’s meter

c.

Access points needed for Seller to install and service the System (building. access, electrical room, stairs
etc.); and

d.

Construction assumptions (if any).

iii
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Exhibit 3
General Terms and Conditions
1.

Delivery of Electricity and Payment for Credits. Pursuant to the applicable tariffs of the LDC (the “Tariff”) as of the
Effective Date, the percent of the generation output of the System indicated on the cover page (Satellite Accounts &
Allocations), or such other portion Seller and Purchaser may from time to time agree to in writing, shall be allocated to each
indicated account. Purchaser Satellite Accounts shall receive Credits from the LDC based on the portion of the System’s
generation allocated to each such Satellite Account. As consideration for the Credits it will receive with respect to the allocated
generation, Purchaser shall pay Seller the Contract Price per kWh of electricity delivered to the Delivery Point (the “Metered
Electrical Output”). The “Delivery Point” shall mean the Seller’s Meter. Purchaser understands and agrees that this is an
‘output’ agreement and that Purchaser must pay Seller for all Metered Electrical Output, including for periods where
Purchaser’s actual electricity usage may not be sufficient to fully apply the Credits it receives from the LDC.

2.

Term and Termination.

3.

a.

Effective Date; Term. This Agreement is effective as of the Effective Date. The Credit delivery period under this
Agreement commences on the Commercial Operation Date (as defined in Section 5, below) and continues for the
duration of the Initial Term and any Additional Terms, unless earlier terminated as provided for in this Agreement
(collectively, the “Term”).

b.

Additional Terms. The Parties may agree in writing to extend this Agreement for four or more Additional Term(s)
at a Contract Price to be agreed.

c.

Termination Due to Contract Price Adjustments or Lack of Project Viability. If, at any time after the Effective
Date and prior to Commencement of Installation (as defined in Section 5, below), (i) circumstances arise which have
been excluded from Contact Price assumptions and exclusions pursuant to Sections 4 and 5 of Exhibit 1, or Seller
determines that the installation of the System will not be technically or economically viable for any other reason, and
(ii) the Parties have negotiated a Contract Price adjustment for thirty (30) days following written notice from Seller
without reaching agreement, Seller may terminate this Agreement by providing ten (10) days’ prior written notice to
the other Purchaser. Neither Party shall be liable for any damages in connection with such termination. After
Commencement of Installation, such right of Seller shall expire.

Billing and Payment; Taxes.
a.

Monthly Charges. Purchaser shall pay Seller monthly for Credits at the $/kWh rate of allocated System generation
delivered to the Delivery Point shown in Exhibit 1 (the “Contract Price”), as it may be adjusted pursuant to
Section 2.c of this Exhibit 3, or otherwise. The monthly payment for Credits will be equal to the applicable $/kWh
rate multiplied by the number of kWh of electricity generated during the applicable month and allocated to Customer’s
Satellite Account(s), as measured by the Meter (as defined in Section 8 of this Exhibit 3, below).

b.

Monthly Invoices. Seller shall invoice Purchaser monthly. Such monthly invoices shall state (i) the amount of
electricity produced by the System and delivered to the Delivery Point, (ii) the gross electricity in kWh allocated to
the Satellite Accounts, (iii) the Contract Price (per kWh), (iv) any taxes or other charges due from Purchaser under
this Agreement, and (v) the total amount due from Purchaser. If required, Purchaser shall cooperate with Seller in
obtaining information from the LDC for reporting or the preparation of invoices.

c.

Payment Terms. All amounts due under this Agreement are due and payable net thirty (30) days following receipt
of invoice. Any undisputed portion of the invoice amount not paid within such thirty (30) day period shall accrue
interest at the annual rate of two and one-half percent (2.5%) above the Wall Street Journal Prime Rate (or if such rate
ceases to be published, reasonably acceptable alternate rate) (but not to exceed the maximum rate permitted by law).
All payments shall be made in U.S. dollars.

d.

Taxes.
i.

Purchaser’s Taxes. Purchaser is responsible for: (1) reimbursement to Seller, for all sales tax, gross receipts,
or other similar taxes imposed on the generation, sale, delivery or consumption of electricity or Credits produced
by the System and used by the Purchaser.

ii.

Seller’s Taxes. Seller is responsible for: (1) payment of income taxes or similar taxes imposed on Seller’s net
income due to operations (“Seller’s Taxes”).

4.

RECs and Incentives. Pursuant to the tariff of the LDC, all RECs are transferred to the LDC. As the owner of the System,
Seller is entitled to the benefit of, and will retain, all Incentives. Purchaser shall cooperate with Seller in obtaining and securing
Incentives. Purchaser is not obligated to incur any out-of-pocket costs or expenses in connection with such actions unless
reimbursed by Seller. Purchaser shall not make any filing or statements inconsistent with Seller’s ownership interests in the
Incentives. If any Incentives are paid or delivered directly to Purchaser, Purchaser shall immediately pay or deliver such items
or amounts to Seller. Purchaser has not been induced to enter the Agreement or on any reliance or understanding that it can
claim either RECs or Incentives or either of their attributes, or that it is obtaining “green energy” or “renewable energy” or
“solar energy” from the System or through this Agreement.
“Governmental Authority” means any foreign, federal, state, local or other governmental, regulatory or administrative
agency, court, commission, department, board, or other governmental subdivision, legislature, rulemaking board, court,
tribunal, arbitrating body or other governmental authority having jurisdiction or effective control over a Party.
“Incentives” means (i) a payment paid by a utility or state or local Governmental Authority based in whole or in part on the
cost or size of the System such as a rebate, (ii) a performance-based incentive paid as a stream of periodic payments by a utility,
state or Governmental Authority based on the production of the System, (iii) investment tax credits, production tax credits, and
similar tax credits, grants or other tax benefits under federal, state or local law, and (iv) any other attributes, commodity, revenue
stream or payment in connection with the System (such as ancillary or capacity revenue), in each case of (i) through (iv) relating
to the construction, ownership, use or production of energy from the System, provided that Incentives shall not include RECs.
“REC” means a renewable energy credit or certificate under any state renewable portfolio, standard or federal renewable
energy standard, voluntary renewable energy credit certified by a non-governmental organization, pollution allowance, carbon
credit and any similar environmental allowance or credit and green tag or other reporting right under Section 1605(b) of The
Energy Policy Act of 1992 and any present or future federal, state, or local law, regulation or bill, and international or foreign
emissions trading program, in each case relating to the construction, ownership, use or production of energy from the System,
provided that RECs shall not include Incentives.

5.

Project Completion.
a.

Project Development. Subject to the other provisions of this Agreement, Seller shall diligently pursue the
development and installation of the System.

b.

Permits and Approvals. Seller shall use commercially reasonable efforts to obtain the following at its sole cost and
expense (each an “Approval”):
i.

any zoning, land use and building permits required for Seller to construct, install and operate the System; and

ii.

any agreements and approvals from the utility necessary in order to interconnect the System to the utility’s
electric distribution system.

Purchaser shall cooperate with Seller’s reasonable requests to assist Seller in obtaining such Approvals, including,
without limitation the execution of documents required to be provided by Purchaser to the local utility.
c.

Commencement of Installation. Seller shall exercise commercially reasonable efforts to achieve Commencement
of Installation of the System within [_____] days after the satisfaction of necessary conditions precedent to
construction. “Commencement of Installation” means the date that Seller or its installation contractor has begun
physical installation of the System on the Premises. Necessary conditions precedent to construction include executing
an interconnection agreement with the LDC, entering into a lease for the System site, and arranging for financing for
the System.

d.

Force Majeure.
i.

Force Majeure Event. If either Party is unable to timely perform any of its obligations (other than payment
obligations) under this Agreement in whole or in part due to a Force Majeure Event, that Party will be excused
from performing such obligations for the duration of the time that such Party remains affected by the Force
Majeure Event; provided, that such Party uses commercially reasonable efforts to mitigate the impact of the
Force Majeure Event and resumes performance of its affected obligations as soon as reasonably practical. The
Party affected by the Force Majeure Event shall notify the other Party as soon as reasonably practical after the
affected Party becomes aware that it is or will be affected by a Force Majeure Event. If the Force Majeure Event
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occurs during the Term and impacts the ability of the System to deliver electricity to the Delivery Point, the
Term will be extended day for day for each day delivery is suspended due to the Force Majeure Event.

6.

7.

ii.

Extended Force Majeure. If a Force Majeure Event notified by either Party under paragraph (i) above continues
for a consecutive period of one hundred eighty (180) days or more within a twelve (12) month period, then either
Party may terminate this Agreement without either Party having further liability under this Agreement.
Notwithstanding the foregoing, if the Force Majeure Event can be corrected through repair or restoration of the
System or other actions by Seller and, prior to expiration of the initial one hundred eighty (180)-day period,
Seller provides written evidence to Purchaser that it is diligently pursuing such actions, then Purchaser shall not
have the right to terminate this Agreement so long as Seller continues to diligently pursue such actions.

iii.

“Force Majeure Event” means any event or circumstance beyond the reasonable control of and without the
fault or negligence of Seller, including, without limitation, failure or interruption of the production, delivery or
acceptance of electricity due to: an act of god; war (declared or undeclared); sabotage; piracy; riot; insurrection;
civil unrest or disturbance; military or guerilla action; terrorism; economic sanction or embargo; civil strike,
work stoppage, slow-down, or lock-out; explosion; fire; earthquake; abnormal weather condition or actions of
the elements; hurricane; flood; lightning; wind; drought; animals; the binding order of any Governmental
Authority; the failure to act on the part of any Governmental Authority (including, without limitation delays in
permitting not caused by actions or omissions of the Party seeking such permit); unavailability of electricity from
the utility grid; and failure or unavailability of equipment, supplies or products outside of Seller’s control or due
to a Force Majeure Event.

e.

Extension of Time. If Seller is delayed in achieving Commencement of Installation due to a Force Majeure Event,
the time for achievement of Commencement of Installation will be automatically extended to account for the impact
of the delay.

f.

Commercial Operation. Seller shall notify Purchaser in writing when it has achieved Commercial Operation (the
date of such notice, the “Commercial Operation Date”). “Commercial Operation” means that the System is
mechanically complete, capable of providing electricity to the Delivery Point at the nameplate capacity specified in
Exhibit 2 and has permission to operate from the relevant Governmental Authority. Seller shall provide Purchaser
with documentation to evidence that the System is ready to begin Commercial Operation upon Purchaser’s reasonable
request.

Seller’s General Obligations Regarding the System. Subject to the terms and conditions of this Agreement, Seller shall
design, engineer, install, commission, monitor, operate and maintain the System, in each case in a good and workmanlike
manner and in accordance with applicable law and prudent solar industry practices in the state in which the Premises are located.
The System shall comply with all applicable rules, regulation and local building codes.
a.

System Design Review. Seller shall provide Purchaser with notice at least ten (10) days prior to Commencement of
Installation. Upon request, Seller shall provide Purchaser with a copy of the System design for review prior to
Commencement of Installation.

b.

System Repair and Maintenance. Seller may suspend delivery of electricity from the System to the Delivery Point
for the purpose of maintaining and repairing the System and such suspension does not constitute a breach of this
Agreement; provided that Seller shall use commercially reasonable efforts to (i) minimize any interruption in service
to the Purchaser, and (ii) limit any such suspension of service to weekend or off-peak hours. Scheduled and
unscheduled maintenance and repairs shall be undertaken at Seller’s sole cost and expense, except that Purchaser shall
reimburse Seller for the reasonable cost of any repairs or maintenance resulting from damage caused by Purchaser, its
agents, employees or contractors.

Miscellaneous Rights and Obligations of the Parties.
a.

OSHA Compliance. Seller shall comply with all Occupational Safety and Health Act (OSHA) requirements and
other similar applicable safety laws and codes with respect to such Party’s performance under this Agreement.

b.

Safeguarding the Premises. Purchaser shall maintain the physical security of the Premises in a manner to be expected
of a reasonable and prudent owner. Purchaser shall indemnify Seller for any loss or damage to the System to the extent
caused by or arising out of the acts or omissions of Purchaser or its employees, agents, invitees or separate contractors.
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8.

9.

c.

Insolation. Purchaser acknowledges that unobstructed access to sunlight (“Insolation”) is essential to Seller’s
performance of its obligations and a material term of this Agreement. Purchaser shall not, to the extent within its
reasonable control, cause or permit any interference with the System’s Insolation, and shall ensure that vegetation on
the Premises adjacent to the System is regularly pruned or otherwise maintained to prevent interference with the
System’s Insolation. If Purchaser discovers any activity or condition that could diminish the Insolation of the System,
Purchaser shall immediately notify Seller and cooperate with Seller in preserving and restoring the System’s Insolation
levels as they existed on the Effective Date. The Parties agree that reducing Insolation would irreparably injure Seller,
that such injury may not be adequately compensated by an award of money damages, and that Seller is entitled to seek
specific enforcement of this Section 7(c) against Purchaser.

d.

Use and Payment of Contractors and Subcontractors. Seller shall use suitably qualified, experienced and licensed
contractors and subcontractors to perform its obligations under this Agreement. However, Seller shall be responsible
for the quality of the work performed by its contractors and subcontractors. Seller shall pay when due all valid charges
from all contractors, subcontractors and suppliers supplying goods or services to Seller under this Agreement.

e.

Liens.
i.

Lien Obligations. Purchaser shall not directly or indirectly cause, create, incur, assume or allow to exist any
mortgage, pledge, lien, charge, security interest, encumbrance or other claim of any nature, (each a “Lien”) on
or with respect to the System. Each Party shall immediately notify the other Party in writing of the existence of
any such Lien following discovery of same, and shall promptly (and in all events within thirty (30) days) cause
the same to be discharged and released of record without cost to the other Party; provided, however, that each
indemnifying Party has the right to contest any such Lien, so long as it provides a statutory bond or other
reasonable assurances of payment that either removes such Lien from title to the affected property, or that assures
that any adverse judgment with respect to such Lien shall be paid without affecting title to such property.

ii.

Lien Indemnity. Each Party shall indemnify the other Party from and against all claims, losses, damages,
liabilities and expenses resulting from any Liens filed against such other Party’s property as a result of the
indemnifying Party’s breach of its obligations under Section 7.e.i.

Measurement.
a.

Meter. The System’s electricity output during the Term shall be measured by Seller’s meter, which shall be a revenue
grade meter that meets ANSI-C12.20 standards for accuracy (the “Meter”). Purchaser shall have access to the metered
energy output data via the monitoring system installed and maintained by Seller as part of the System.

b.

Meter Calibration. Seller shall calibrate the Meter in accordance with manufacturer’s recommendations.
Notwithstanding the foregoing, Purchaser may install, or cause to be installed, its own revenue-grade meter at the
same location as the Meter. If there is a discrepancy between the data from Purchaser’s meter and the data from the
Meter of greater than two percent (2%) over the course of a Contract Year, then Purchaser may request that Seller
calibrate the Meter at Purchaser’s cost.

Default, Remedies and Damages.
a.

Default. Any Party that fails to perform its responsibilities as listed below or experiences any of the circumstances
listed below is deemed a “Defaulting Party”, the other Party is the “Non-Defaulting Party” and each of the following
is a “Default Event”:
i.

failure of a Party to pay any amount due and payable under this Agreement, other than an amount that is subject
to a good faith dispute, within ten (10) days following receipt of written notice from the Non-Defaulting Party
of such failure to pay (“Payment Default”);

ii.

failure of a Party to perform any material obligation under this Agreement not addressed elsewhere in this
Section 9.a within thirty (30) days following receipt of written notice from the Non-Defaulting Party demanding
such cure; provided, that if the Default Event cannot reasonably be cured within thirty (30) days and the
Defaulting Party has demonstrated prior to the end of that period that it is diligently pursuing such cure, the cure
period will be extended for a further reasonable period of time, not to exceed ninety (90) days;
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iii.

any representation or warranty given by a Party under this Agreement was incorrect in any material respect when
made and is material to the transactions contemplated hereby, if the effect of such incorrectness is not cured
within thirty (30) days following receipt of written notice from the Non-Defaulting Party demanding such cure;

iv.

a Party becomes insolvent or is a party to a bankruptcy, reorganization, insolvency, liquidation, receivership,
dissolution, winding-up or relief of debtors, or any general assignment for the benefit of creditors or other similar
arrangement or any event occurs or proceedings are taken in any jurisdiction with respect to the Party which has
a similar effect (or, if any such actions are initiated by a third party, such action(s) is(are) not dismissed within
sixty (60) days);

v.

in the case of Purchaser as the Defaulting Party only, Purchaser prevents Seller from performing any material
obligation under this Agreement unless such action by Purchaser is (I) is permitted under this Agreement, or (II)
is cured within ten (10) days after written notice thereof from Seller; or,

vii. in the case of Purchaser as the Defaulting Party only, if Purchaser prevents Seller from installing the System or
otherwise performing or failing to perform in a way that prevents the delivery of the electricity from the System,
including but not limited to termination by Purchaser or due to Purchaser default of the Interconnection
Agreement referred to in Section 1, and said circumstance is not corrected within thirty (30) days following
receipt of written notice from Seller demanding such cure.
b.

10.

Remedies.
i.

Suspension. Upon the occurrence and during the continuation of a Default Event by Purchaser, including a
Payment Default, Seller may suspend performance of its obligations under this Agreement until the earlier to
occur of the date (a) that Purchaser cures the Default Event in full, or (b) of termination of this Agreement.
Seller’s rights under this Section 9.b.i are in addition to any other remedies available to it under this Agreement,
at law or in equity. For the avoidance of doubt, “suspension” pursuant to this Section 9.b.i may, at Seller’s
option, mean that the term of the Agreement is extended day-for-day for the length of the suspension.

ii.

Termination. After 30 days of the occurrence and during the continuation of a Default Event, the NonDefaulting Party may terminate this Agreement, by providing thirty (30) days prior written notice to the
Defaulting Party; provided, that, in the case of a Default Event under Section 9.a.iv (bankruptcy, etc.), the NonDefaulting Party may terminate this Agreement immediately.

iii.

Damages Upon Termination by Default. Upon a termination of this Agreement pursuant to Section 9.b.ii, the
Defaulting Party shall pay damages to the Non-Defaulting Party as provided for under the law of contracts.
Nothing in this Section 9 limits either Party’s right to pursue any remedy under this Agreement, at law or in
equity, including with respect to the pursuit of an action for damages by reason of a breach or Default Event
under this Agreement.

iv.

Mitigation Obligation. Regardless of whether this Agreement is terminated for a Default Event, the NonDefaulting Party must make commercially reasonable efforts to mitigate its damages as the result of such Default
Event.

v.

No Limitation on Payments. Nothing in this Section 9 excuses a Party’s obligation to make any payment when
due under this Agreement, including with respect to payments for Credits that would have been delivered to
Purchaser but for a Purchaser breach or Default Event.

Representations and Warranties.
a.

General Representations and Warranties. Each Party represents and warrants to the other the following:
i.

Such Party is duly organized, validly existing and in good standing under the laws of the jurisdiction of its
formation; the execution, delivery and performance by such Party of this Agreement have been duly authorized
by all necessary corporate, partnership or limited liability company action, as applicable, and do not and will not
violate any law; and this Agreement is the valid obligation of such Party, enforceable against such Party in
accordance with its terms (except as may be limited by applicable bankruptcy, insolvency, reorganization,
moratorium and other similar laws now or hereafter in effect relating to creditors’ rights generally).
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ii.

b.

c.

11.

Purchaser’s Representations and Warranties. Purchaser represents and warrants to Seller the following:
i.

Other Agreements. Neither the execution and delivery of this Agreement by Purchaser nor the performance by
Purchaser of any of its obligations under this Agreement conflicts with or will result in a breach or default under
any agreement or obligation to which Purchaser is a party or by which Purchaser is bound.

ii.

Accuracy of Information. All information provided by Purchaser to Seller is accurate in all material respects.

iii.

Purchaser Status. Purchaser is not a public utility or a public utility holding company and is not subject to
regulation as a public utility or a public utility holding company.

Seller’s Warranties.
i.

Other Agreements. Neither the execution and delivery of this Agreement by Seller nor the performance by
Seller of any of its obligations under this Agreement conflicts with or will result in a breach or default under any
agreement or obligation to which Seller is a party or by which Seller is bound.

ii.

Purchaser Status. Seller is not a public utility or a public utility holding company and is not subject to regulation
as a public utility or a public utility holding company.

Insurance.
a.

12.

Such Party has obtained all licenses, authorizations, consents and approvals required by any Governmental
Authority or other third party and necessary for such Party to own its assets, carry on its business and to execute
and deliver this Agreement; and such Party is in compliance with all laws that relate to this Agreement in all
material respects.

Insurance Coverage. At all times during the Term, the Parties shall maintain the following insurance, as applicable:
i.

Seller’s Insurance. Seller shall maintain or ensure the following is maintained (a) property insurance on the
System in commercially appropriate amounts, (b) commercial general liability insurance with coverage of at
least $1,000,000 per occurrence and $2,000,000 annual aggregate, (c) employer’s liability insurance with
coverage of at least $1,000,000 if exposure exists and (iv) workers’ compensation insurance as required by law.
Seller’s coverage may be provided as part of an enterprise insurance program.

ii.

Purchaser’s Insurance. Purchaser shall maintain commercial general liability insurance with coverage of at least
$1,000,000 per occurrence and $2,000,000 annual aggregate.

b.

Policy Provisions. Each Party’s insurance policies shall (i) contain a provision whereby the insurer agrees to give the
other Party at least thirty (30) days (ten (10) days for non-payment of premiums) written notice before the insurance
is cancelled, or terminated, (ii) be written on an occurrence basis, and (iii) be maintained with companies either rated
no less than A-VII as to Policy Holder’s Rating in the current edition of A.M. Best’s Insurance Guide or otherwise
reasonably acceptable to the other Party.

c.

Certificates. Upon the other Party’s request, each Party shall deliver to the other Party certificates of insurance
evidencing the above required coverage. A Party’s receipt, review or acceptance of such certificate shall in no way
limit or relieve the other Party of the duties and responsibilities to maintain insurance as set forth in this Agreement.

d.

Deductibles. Each Party shall pay its own insurance deductibles, except in the case of claims (i) resulting from a
breach of this Agreement, in which case the breaching Party is responsible for payment of the non-breaching Party’s
deductible for any responding insurance, and (ii) covered by an indemnity set forth in this Agreement.

Ownership of System.
a.

Ownership; Personal Property. Throughout the Term, Seller and/or its designee shall be the legal and beneficial
owner of the System, and any Incentives, and the System will remain the personal property of Seller and will not
attach to or be deemed a part of, or fixture to, the Premises on which the System is installed. Each of the Seller and
Purchaser agree that the Seller (and/or its designee) is the owner of the System for income tax purposes and all tax
filings and reports shall be filed in a manner consistent with this Agreement. The System will at all times retain the
legal status of personal property as defined under Article 9 of the Uniform Commercial Code.
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13.

14.

Indemnification and Limitations of Liability.
a.

General. Each Party (the “Indemnifying Party”) shall defend, indemnify and hold harmless the other Party, its
affiliates and the other Party’s and its affiliates’ respective directors, officers, shareholders, partners, members, agents
and employees (collectively, the “Indemnified Parties”), from and against any loss, damage, expense, liability and
other claims, including court costs and reasonable attorneys’ fees (collectively, “Liabilities”) resulting from (1) any
Claim (as defined in Section 13.b, below, relating to the Indemnifying Party’s injury to or death of persons, and
damage to or loss of property to the extent caused by or arising out of the negligent acts or omissions of, or the willful
misconduct of, the Indemnifying Party (or its contractors, agents or employees) in connection with this Agreement;
provided, however, that nothing herein will require the Indemnifying Party to indemnify the Indemnified Parties for
any Liabilities to the extent caused by or arising out of the negligent acts or omissions of, or the willful misconduct
of, an Indemnified Party.

b.

Notice and Participation in Third Party Claims. The Indemnified Party shall give the Indemnifying Party written
notice with respect to any Liability asserted by a third party (a “Claim”), as soon as possible upon the receipt of
information of any possible Claim or of the commencement of such Claim. The Indemnifying Party may assume the
defense of any Claim, at its sole cost and expense, with counsel designated by the Indemnifying Party and reasonably
satisfactory to the Indemnified Party. The Indemnified Party may, however, select separate counsel if both Parties are
defendants in the Claim and such defense or other form of participation is not reasonably available to the Indemnifying
Party. The Indemnifying Party shall pay the reasonable attorneys’ fees incurred by such separate counsel until such
time as the need for separate counsel expires. The Indemnified Party may also, at the sole cost and expense of the
Indemnifying Party, assume the defense of any Claim if the Indemnifying Party fails to assume the defense of the
Claim within a reasonable time. Neither Party may settle any Claim covered by this Section 15(b) unless it has
obtained the prior written consent of the other Party, which consent shall not be unreasonably withheld or delayed.
The Indemnifying Party has no liability under this Section 15(b) for any Claim for which such notice is not provided
if the failure to give notice prejudices the Indemnifying Party.

c.

Limitations on Liability.
i.

No Indirect or Exemplary Damages. Neither Party nor its directors, officers, shareholders, partners, members,
agents and employees subcontractors or suppliers will be liable for any indirect or exemplary loss or damage of
any nature arising out of their performance or non-performance hereunder.

ii.

Actual Damages. Except with respect to indemnification of third-party Claims pursuant to this Section 13,
Seller’s aggregate liability under this Agreement arising out of or in connection with the performance or nonperformance of this Agreement cannot exceed the total payments made (and, as applicable, projected to be made)
by Purchaser under this Agreement. The provisions of this Section 13.c.ii will apply whether such liability arises
in contract, tort, strict liability or otherwise. Any action against Seller must be brought within one (1) year after
the cause of action accrues.

d.

Comparative Negligence. Where negligence is determined to have been joint, contributory or concurrent, each Party
shall bear the proportionate cost of any Liability.

e.

Purchaser Tax Indemnity. Purchaser hereby acknowledges that on the Commercial Operation Date, the Seller
intends for the System to qualify for the Incentives, and Purchaser hereby represents and warrants that at no time
during the Term of this Agreement will Purchaser take or omit to take any action whether or not such act or omission
is otherwise permitted by this Agreement which will result in the disqualification of the System or disallowance or
recapture of all or any portion of the Incentives. If as a result of a breach of any representation, warranty or covenant
of the Purchaser contained in this Agreement (i) tax counsel of Seller reasonably determines that Seller is not entitled
to claim on its Federal income tax return all or any portion of the Incentives with respect to the System, or (ii) any of
the Incentives claimed by the Seller (or any partner in the Seller) is disallowed or adjusted by the Internal Revenue
Service, or (iii) any Incentive is recalculated or recaptured (any determination, disallowance, adjustment, recalculation
or recapture being a “Loss”), the Purchaser shall pay to Seller as an indemnity that shall cause Seller's after-tax
economic yield and cash flow to equal the after-tax economic return that would have been realized by Seller if such
Loss had not occurred.

Change in Law.
a.

Impacts of Change in Law. If Seller determines that a Change in Law has occurred or will occur that has or will
have a material adverse effect on Seller’s rights, entitlement, obligations or costs under this Agreement, then Seller
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may so notify the Purchaser in writing of such Change in Law. Within thirty (30) days following receipt by the
Purchaser of such notice, the Parties shall meet and attempt in good faith to negotiate such amendments to this
Agreement as are reasonably necessary to preserve the economic value of this Agreement to both Parties. If the Parties
are unable to agree upon such amendments within such thirty (30) day period, then Seller may terminate this
Agreement and remove the System and restore the Premises in accordance with Section 9 without either Party having
further liability under this Agreement except with respect to liabilities accrued prior to the date of termination.

15.

b.

Illegality or Impossibility. If a Change in Law renders this Agreement, or Seller’s performance of this Agreement,
either illegal or impossible, then Seller may terminate this Agreement immediately upon notice to Purchaser without
either Party having further liability under this Agreement except with respect to liabilities accrued prior to the date of
termination.

c.

“Change in Law” means (i) the enactment, adoption, promulgation, modification or repeal after the Effective Date
of any applicable law or regulation, (ii) the imposition of any material conditions on the issuance or renewal of any
applicable permit after the Effective Date (notwithstanding the general requirements contained in any applicable
Permit at the time of application or issue to comply with future laws, ordinances, codes, rules, regulations or similar
legislation), or (iii) a change in any utility rate schedule or tariff approved by any Governmental Authority.

Assignment and Financing.
a.

Assignment.
i.

Restrictions on Assignment. Subject to the remainder of this Section 15(a), this Agreement may not be assigned
in whole or in part by either Party without the prior written consent of the other Party, which consent may not be
unreasonably withheld or delayed. Purchaser may not withhold its consent to an assignment proposed by Seller
where the proposed assignee has the financial capability and experience necessary to operate and maintain solar
photovoltaic systems such as the System.

ii.

Permitted Assignments. Notwithstanding Section 15(a)(i):

iii.

b.

1.

Seller may, without the prior written consent of Purchaser, assign, mortgage, pledge or otherwise directly
or indirectly assign its interests in this Agreement to (A) any Financing Party (as defined in Section 15.b.,
below), (B) any entity through which Seller is obtaining financing from a Financing Party, or (C) any
affiliate of Seller or any person succeeding to all or substantially all of the assets of Seller; provided, that,
Seller is not released from liability hereunder as a result of any assignment to an affiliate unless the
assignee assumes Seller’s obligations hereunder by binding written instrument; and

2.

Purchaser may, by providing prior notice to Seller, assign this Agreement:
a.

to an affiliate of Purchaser or a purchaser of the Premises; provided, that, Purchaser is not released
from liability hereunder by reason of the assignment unless the assignee assumes Purchaser’s
obligations hereunder by binding written instrument on terms satisfactory to Seller, including as to
the assignee’s creditworthiness; and

b.

to an assignee that has an Investment Grade credit rating at the time of the assignment. “Investment
Grade” means the assignee has a long-term unsecured debt rating from Moody’s or S&P of at least
Baa3 from Moody’s and/or at least BBB- from S&P.

Successors and Permitted Assignees. This Agreement is binding on and inures to the benefit of successors and
permitted assignees. The restrictions on assignment contained herein do not prohibit or otherwise limit changes
in control of Seller.

Financing. The Parties acknowledge that Seller may obtain debt or equity financing or other credit support from
lenders, investors or other third parties (each a “Financing Party”) in connection with the installation, construction,
ownership, operation and maintenance of the System. In furtherance of Seller’s financing arrangements and in
addition to any other rights or entitlements of Seller under this Agreement, Purchaser shall timely execute any consents
to assignment (which may include notice, cure, attornment and step-in rights) or estoppels and negotiate any
amendments to this Agreement that may be reasonably requested by Seller or the Financing Parties; provided, that
such estoppels, consents to assignment or amendments do not alter the fundamental economic terms of this Agreement.
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c.

Termination Requires Consent. Seller and Purchaser agree that any right of Seller to terminate this Agreement is
subject to the prior written consent of any Financing Party.

d.

Rights Upon Event of Default. Notwithstanding any contrary term in this Agreement:

e.

16.

i.

The Financing Party, as owner of the System, or as collateral assignee of this Agreement, shall be entitled to
exercise, in the place and stead of the Seller, any and all rights and remedies of Seller under this Agreement in
accordance with the terms of this Agreement. The Financing Party shall also be entitled to exercise all rights
and remedies of owners or secured parties, respectively, generally with respect to this Agreement and the System.

ii.

The Financing Party shall have the right, but not the obligation, to pay all sums due under this Agreement and to
perform any other act, duty or obligation required of Seller hereunder or cause to be cured any default of Seller
hereunder in the time and manner provided by the terms of this Agreement. Nothing herein requires the
Financing Party to cure any default of Seller under this Agreement (unless the Financing Party has succeeded to
Seller’s interests under this Agreement) to perform any act, duty or obligation of Seller under this Agreement,
but Purchaser hereby gives it the option to do so

iii.

Upon the exercise of remedies, including any sale of the System by the Financing Party, whether by judicial
proceeding or under any power of sale contained therein, or any conveyance from the Seller to the Financing
Party (or any assignee of the Financing Party as defined below) in lieu thereof, the Financing Party shall give
notice to the Purchaser of the transferee or assignee of this Agreement. Any such exercise of remedies shall not
constitute a default under this Agreement.

iv.

Upon any rejection or other termination of this Agreement pursuant to any process undertaken with respect to
Seller under the United States Bankruptcy Code, at the request of Financing Party made within ninety (90) days
of such termination or rejection, Purchaser shall enter into a new agreement with Financing Party or its assignee
having substantially the same terms and conditions as this Agreement.

Right to Cure.
i.

Purchaser will not exercise any right to terminate or suspend this Agreement unless it shall have given the
Financing Party prior written notice of its intent to terminate or suspend this Agreement, as required by this
Agreement, specifying the condition giving rise to such right, and the Financing Party shall not have caused to
be cured the condition giving rise to the termination or suspension within thirty (30) days after such notice or (if
longer) the periods provided for in this Agreement; provided that if such Seller default reasonably cannot be
cured by the Financing Party within such period and the Financing Party commences and continuously pursues
cure of such default within such period, such period of cure will be extended for a reasonable period of time
under the circumstances, such period not to exceed an additional ninety (90) days. The Parties respective
obligations otherwise will remain in effect during any cure period.

ii.

If the Financing Party or its assignee (including any purchaser of transferee), pursuant to an exercise of remedies
by the Financing Party, shall acquire title to or control of Seller’s assets and shall, within the time periods
described in Section 15.e.i above, cure all defaults under this Agreement existing as of the date of such change
in title or control in the manner required by this Agreement and which are capable of cure by a third person or
entity, then such person shall no longer be in default under this Agreement, and this Agreement shall continue
in full force and effect.

iii.

Purchaser agrees that Financing Party is a third-party beneficiary of the provisions of this Section 15.

Confidentiality.
a.

Confidential Information. To the maximum extent permitted by applicable law, if either Party provides confidential
information including business plans, strategies, financial information, proprietary, patented, licensed, copyrighted or
trademarked information, and/or technical information regarding the design, operation and maintenance of the system
or of a Party’s business (“Confidential Information”) to the other or, if in the course of performing under this
Agreement or negotiating this Agreement a Party learns Confidential Information of the other Party, the receiving or
learning Party shall (i) protect the Confidential Information from disclosure to third parties with the same degree of
care accorded its own confidential and proprietary information, and (ii) refrain from using such Confidential
Information, except in the negotiation, performance, enforcement and, in the case of Seller, financing, of this
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Agreement. The terms of this Agreement (but not the fact of its execution or existence) are considered Confidential
Information of each Party for purposes of this Section 16.a.
b.

17.

Permitted Disclosures. Notwithstanding Section 16.a, above:
i.

a Party may provide such Confidential Information to its affiliates and to its and its affiliates’ respective officers,
directors, members, managers, employees, agents, contractors, consultants and Financing Parties (collectively,
“Representatives”), and potential direct or indirect assignees of this Agreement if such potential assignees are
first bound by a written agreement or legal obligation restricting use and disclosure of Confidential Information.
Each Party is liable for breaches of this provision by any person to whom that Party discloses Confidential
Information.

ii.

Confidential Information does not include any information that (a) becomes publicly available other than through
breach of this Agreement, (b) is required to be disclosed to a Governmental Authority under applicable law or
pursuant to a validly issued subpoena, (c) is independently developed by the receiving Party, or (d) becomes
available to the receiving Party without restriction from a third party under no obligation of confidentiality. If
disclosure of information is required by a Governmental Authority, the disclosing Party shall, to the extent
permitted by applicable law, notify the other Party of such required disclosure promptly upon becoming aware
of such required disclosure and shall reasonably cooperate with the other Party’s efforts to limit the disclosure
to the extent permitted by applicable law.

c.

Miscellaneous. All Confidential Information remains the property of the disclosing Party and will be returned to the
disclosing Party or destroyed so that it is no longer accessible other than in routine computer and electronic backups
(at the receiving Party’s option) after the receiving Party’s need for it has expired or upon the request of the disclosing
Party. Each Party acknowledges that the disclosing Party would be irreparably injured by a breach of this Section 18
by the receiving Party or its Representatives or other person to whom the receiving Party discloses Confidential
Information of the disclosing Party and that the disclosing Party may be entitled to equitable relief, including injunctive
relief and specific performance, for breaches of this Section 18. To the fullest extent permitted by applicable law,
such remedies shall not be deemed to be the exclusive remedies for a breach of this Section 16, but will be in addition
to all other remedies available at law or in equity. The obligation of confidentiality will survive termination of this
Agreement for a period of two (2) years.

d.

Goodwill and Publicity. Neither Party may (a) make any press release or public announcement of the specific terms
of this Agreement or the use of solar or renewable energy involving this Agreement (except for filings or other
statements or releases as may be required by applicable law), or (b) use any name, trade name, service mark or
trademark of the other Party in any promotional or advertising material without the prior written consent of the other
Party. The Parties shall coordinate and cooperate with each other when making public announcements regarding this
Agreement, the System and its use, and each Party may promptly review, comment upon and approve any publicity
materials, press releases or other public statements before they are made. Notwithstanding the above, Seller is entitled
to place signage on the Premises reflecting its association with the System. Without limiting the generality of the
foregoing, all public statements must accurately reflect the rights and obligations of the Parties under this Agreement,
including the ownership of Incentives and any related reporting rights.

General Provisions
a.

Definitions and Interpretation. Unless otherwise defined or required by the context in which any term appears: (i)
the singular includes the plural and vice versa, (ii) the words “herein,” “hereof” and “hereunder” refer to this
Agreement as a whole and not to any particular section or subsection of this Agreement, (iii) references to any
agreement, document or instrument mean such agreement, document or instrument as amended, restated, modified,
supplemented or replaced from time to time, and (iv) the words “include,” “includes” and “including” mean include,
includes and including “without limitation.” The captions or headings in this Agreement are strictly for convenience
and will not be considered in interpreting this Agreement. As used in this Agreement, “dollar” and the “$” sign refer
to United States dollars.

b.

Choice of Law; Dispute Resolution. The law of the state where the System is located governs all matters arising out
of this Agreement without giving effect to conflict of laws principles. Any dispute arising from or relating to this
Agreement shall be settled by arbitration in Boston, Massachusetts. The arbitration shall be administered in
accordance with the then-prevailing Commercial Arbitration Rules of the American Arbitration Association or
mutually agreeable alternate organization and rules, and judgment on any award rendered in such arbitration may be
entered in any court of competent jurisdiction. If the Parties agree in writing, a mediator may be consulted prior to
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arbitration. The prevailing Party in any dispute arising out of this Agreement is entitled to reasonable attorneys’ fees
and costs.
c.

Notices. All notices under this Agreement shall be in writing and delivered by hand, electronic mail, overnight courier,
or regular, certified, or registered mail, return receipt requested, and will be deemed received upon personal delivery,
acknowledgment of receipt of electronic transmission, the promised delivery date after deposit with overnight courier,
or five (5) days after deposit in the mail. Notices must be sent to the person identified in this Agreement at the
addresses set forth in this Agreement or such other address as either Party may specify in writing. Notwithstanding
the foregoing, a notice regarding a default or proposed exercise of remedies with respect to a default must be delivered
by a means other than e-mail, although e-mail delivery of such a notice will not render the notice ineffective.

d.

Survival. Provisions of this Agreement that should reasonably be considered to survive termination of this
Agreement, including, without limitation provisions related to billing and payment and indemnification, will survive
termination of this Agreement.

e.

Further Assurances. Each Party shall provide such information, execute and deliver any instruments and documents
and to take such other actions as may be reasonably requested by the other Party to give full effect to this Agreement
and to carry out the intent of this Agreement.

f.

Waivers. No provision or right or entitlement under this Agreement may be waived or varied except in writing signed
by the Party to be bound. No waiver of any of the provisions of this Agreement will constitute a waiver of any other
provision, nor will such waiver constitute a continuing waiver unless otherwise expressly provided. No waiver will
be implied by any usage of trade, course of dealing or course of performance. A Party’s exercise of any rights
hereunder shall apply only to such requirements and on such occasions as such Party may specify and shall in no event
relieve the other Party of any requirements or other obligations not so specified. No failure of either Party to enforce
any term of this Agreement will be deemed to be a waiver. No exercise of any right or remedy under this Agreement
by Purchaser or Seller shall constitute a waiver of any other right or remedy contained or provided by law. Any delay
or failure of a Party to exercise, or any partial exercise of, its rights and remedies under this Agreement shall not
operate to limit or otherwise affect such rights or remedies. Any waiver of performance under this Agreement shall
be limited to the specific performance waived and shall not, unless otherwise expressly stated in writing, constitute a
continuous waiver or a waiver of future performance.

g.

Non-Dedication of Facilities. Nothing in this Agreement may be construed as the dedication by either Party of its
facilities or equipment to the public or any part thereof. Neither Party may knowingly take any action that would
subject the other Party, or other Party’s facilities or equipment, to the jurisdiction of any Governmental Authority as
a public utility or similar entity. Neither Party may assert in any proceeding before a court or regulatory body that the
other Party is a public utility by virtue of such other Party’s performance under this Agreement. If Seller is reasonably
likely to become subject to regulation as a public utility, then the Parties shall use commercially reasonable efforts to
restructure their relationship under this Agreement in a manner that preserves their relative economic interests while
ensuring that Seller does not become subject to any such regulation. If the Parties are unable to agree upon such
restructuring, Seller may terminate this Agreement without further liability under this Agreement except with respect
to liabilities accrued prior to the date of termination and remove the System in accordance with Section 9 of this
Agreement.

h.

Service Contract. The Parties intend this Agreement to be a “service contract” within the meaning of
Section 7701(e)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986. Purchaser shall not take the position on any tax return or
in any other filings suggesting that it is anything other than a purchase of electricity from the System.

i.

No Partnership. No provision of this Agreement may be construed or represented as creating a partnership, trust,
joint venture, fiduciary or any similar relationship between the Parties. No Party is authorized to act on behalf of the
other Party, and neither may be considered the agent of the other.

j.

Entire Agreement, Modification, Invalidity, Captions. This Agreement constitutes the entire agreement of the
Parties regarding its subject matter and supersedes all prior proposals, agreements, or other communications between
the Parties, oral or written. This Agreement may be modified only by a writing signed by both Parties. If any provision
of this Agreement is found unenforceable or invalid, such provision shall not be read to render this Agreement
unenforceable or invalid as a whole. In such event, such provision shall be rectified or interpreted so as to best
accomplish its objectives within the limits of applicable law.
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k.

Forward Contract. The transaction contemplated under this Agreement constitutes a “forward contract” within the
meaning of the United States Bankruptcy Code, and the Parties further acknowledge and agree that each Party is a
“forward contract merchant” within the meaning of the United States Bankruptcy Code.

l.

No Third-Party Beneficiaries. Except as otherwise expressly provided herein, this Agreement and all rights
hereunder are intended for the sole benefit of the Parties hereto, and the Financing Parties to the extent provided herein
or in any other agreement between a Financing Party and Seller or Purchaser, and do not imply or create any rights on
the part of, or obligations to, any other Person.

m.

Standard Clauses For Municipal Contracts. Exhibit 3–Attachment A – STANDARD CLAUSES FOR

MUNICIPAL CONTRACTS is incorporated into this Agreement.
n.

Counterparts. This Agreement may be executed in any number of separate counterparts and each counterpart will
be considered an original and together comprise the same Agreement.
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ATTACHMENT C
DRAFT SITE LEASE

LAND LEASE AGREEMENT
This Land Lease Agreement (the “Agreement” and as the “Lease”) is made and entered into as of
the Effective Date (as such term is hereinafter defined), by and between Town of Bernardston
(“Owner”), and [PROJECT NAME, LLC] a _________________ limited liability company (“Tenant”).
Background
1.
Tenant desires to lease from Owner a portion of the parcel of real property located in the
Town of Bernardston, State of Massachusetts, and more fully described in Exhibit “A” attached hereto
and by this reference made a part hereof (the “Property”) for the purposes of constructing and operating a
solar array project (the “Project”) described herein on the portion of the Property described and depicted
on the site plan attached as Exhibit “B” hereto (the “Site Plan”), and Owner has agreed to lease such
portion of the Property to Tenant for such purpose.
2.
The parties desire to set forth herein the terms and provisions pursuant to which Owner
shall lease the portion of the Property described herein to Tenant, and Tenant shall lease such portion of
the Property from Owner and utilize the same for the purposes set forth herein.
N O W, T H E R E F O R E,
In consideration of the premises and the mutual covenants and agreements contained herein, and
for other good and valuable consideration, the receipt and sufficiency of which are hereby acknowledged,
and intending to be legally bound, the parties hereto agree as follows:
Section 1. Lease of Premises. Owner hereby demises and leases to Tenant, and Tenant hereby
leases from Owner, for the purposes described herein, the portion of the Property depicted as “Area
Included in Ground Lease, ________ +/- Acres,” on the Site Plan (the “Premises”), together with the
Easements (as such term is hereinafter defined), all as described and depicted in Exhibit “B,” attached
hereto and by this reference made a part hereof, TO HAVE AND TO HOLD the Premises and the
Easements, together with all rights, privileges, easements and appurtenances thereunto belonging and
attaching, unto Tenant. This Lease is made upon the covenants and agreements hereinafter set forth with
which the parties hereto respectively agree to observe and comply during the Feasibility, Permitting and
Construction Period, Operations Term, and any Renewal Term(s) (as such terms are hereinafter defined)
(collectively, the “Term”).
Section 2. Operations Term. The operating term of this Agreement (the “Operations Term”)
shall be [twenty (20)] years, commencing on the commencement of commercial operations of the solar
array (the “Commencement Date”) and expiring on the [twentieth (20th)] anniversary of the
Commencement Date, unless otherwise terminated at an earlier date in accordance with the terms of this
Agreement. Tenant shall provide to Owner written notice of the Commencement Date. Provided Tenant
is not in default of the terms of this Lease, Tenant shall have four (4) options to extend this Lease, each
option being for a term of five (5) years (each, a “Renewal Term”). Tenant shall exercise such extension
option, if at all, by giving written notice to Owner not more than twelve (12) months nor less than three
(3) months prior to the expiration of the then current term of the Lease.
Section 3. Base Rent. Starting on the Commencement Date, Tenant shall pay to Owner an
annual base rent (“Annual Rent”) as follows:
Years [1-xx]: __________Dollars (___________);
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Except as otherwise specifically provided in this Lease, all rent shall be paid in equal quarterly
installments in advance, without demand or setoff, no later than the first day of each January, April, July
and October of each lease year; and all rent for any period of less than a full month shall be prorated on a
per diem basis.
Section 4. Feasibility Permitting and Construction Period.
(a)

During the period commencing on the Effective Date and terminating thirty-six (36)
months thereafter (as the same may be extended pursuant to Section 4(c) hereof) (the
“Feasibility, Permitting and Construction Period”), Tenant, and its agents and contractors,
are hereby granted the right, at Tenant’s sole cost and expense, to enter upon the Property
and conduct such analyses, tests, reviews, inspections and studies (collectively, the
“Tests”) as Tenant deems necessary to determine the Property’s suitability for Tenant’s
intended use thereof and to obtain any and all permits, licenses, agreements and
entitlements necessary for Tenant’s intended use of the Property. Such Tests may include,
but are not limited to, surveys, soil tests, environmental evaluations, solar assessments,
and such other Tests as Tenant deems necessary or desirable. In addition, Tenant may
obtain an abstract or preliminary title report regarding the Property from a title insurance
company of its choice (the “Title Report”). The parties hereto covenant and agree that
notwithstanding anything to the contrary set forth herein, Tenant shall not be liable to
Owner or any third party on account of or otherwise with regard to any pre-existing
defect, condition or encumbrance on or with respect to the Property, title to the Property
and/or any improvements located on the Property, regardless of whether or such defect,
condition or encumbrance is disclosed by the Tests or the Title Report.

(b)

During the Term, Owner shall cooperate with Tenant and shall execute all documents
required to assist Tenant in obtaining all permits and to permit Tenant’s intended use of
the Premises and the Easements in compliance with zoning, land use, utility service and
building laws, rules, ordinances, permits, approvals, variances and regulations. Owner
shall not take any action that would adversely affect Tenant’s ability to obtain or maintain
any governmental approval. Owner hereby appoints Tenant as its agent and attorney–infact for the limited purpose of making such filings and taking such actions as are
necessary to obtain any desired zoning and land use approvals and/or building permits
regarding the Project and the Premises and the Easements.

(c)

Tenant shall have the right to extend the Feasibility, Permitting and Construction Period
for two (2) additional six (6) month periods (each a “Feasibility, Permitting and
Construction Extension Period”; collectively the “Feasibility, Permitting and
Construction Extension Periods”) by providing written notice thereof to Owner at least
ten (10) days prior to expiration of the Feasibility, Permitting and Construction Period or
the Feasibility Extension Period then in effect, as applicable, provided that: (i) Tenant is
diligently and in good faith seeking to obtain the Approvals (as such term is hereinafter
defined); (ii) a required Approval has not been rejected without an opportunity to appeal;
and (iii) Tenant pays to Owner the sum of [
] Dollars [($ )] for each Feasibility,
Permitting and Construction Extension Period that Tenant extends in accordance with the
terms hereof, each such payment to be made prior to the commencement of the
Feasibility, Permitting and Construction Extension Period to which such payment relates.

(d)

If, in the sole and absolute discretion of Tenant, the Property is not suitable for Tenant’s
intended use thereof, or Tenant determines that the construction and operation of the
Project on the Property would not be in Tenant’s best interest, or Tenant is unsuccessful in
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obtaining the permits necessary for Tenant’s intended use of the Property, then Tenant
shall have the right at any time prior to the Commencement Date to terminate this
Agreement by providing written notice thereof to Owner. Upon and after such
termination, neither Owner nor Tenant shall have any further obligation or liability under
this Agreement except as otherwise expressly provided herein.
(e)

If the state of title to the Property as set forth in the Title Report indicates any liens,
claims or encumbrances which may interfere with Tenant’s use and operation of the
Premises and/or the Easements, Tenant shall have the right but not the obligation to either
(i) discharge such liens, claims and/or encumbrances, if possible, and deduct the cost
thereof from the Rent to become due hereunder], or (ii) terminate this Lease by providing
written notice thereof to Owner. Upon and after such termination, neither Owner nor
Tenant shall have any further obligation or liability under this Agreement except as
otherwise expressly provided herein.

(f)

Tenant shall pay for all costs incurred by it in connection with the Tests and the Title
Report and its permitting and approval activities with regard to the Premises and the
Easements and its general due diligence review of the Property.

(g)

Tenant agrees to promptly, to the extent reasonably practicable under the circumstances,
repair any damage to the Property that is caused by the Tests and restore the Property to
the condition it was in immediately prior to such Tests.

(h)

The provisions of this Section 4(f) – (h) shall survive the termination of this Lease for a
period of one (1) year, notwithstanding anything in this Lease to the contrary.

(i)

Tenant agrees to provide written notice to Owner at least 5 days in advance of the day
Tenant plans to commence construction (“Construction Commencement Date”). During
the remainder of the Feasibility, Permitting and Construction Period (including any
extensions), Tenant shall have the right to do all things necessary to construct a solar
energy project on the Premises and to exercise its other rights under this Agreement.

Section 5. Use.
(a)

Tenant is hereby granted the sole right to use the Premises for the purpose of
constructing, installing, removing, replacing, reconstructing, maintaining and operating a
solar array project, including solar panels, equipment, equipment shelters and buildings,
electronics equipment, generators and other equipment, including energy storage
facilities, improvements and such other personal property, fencing and landscaping
around the perimeter of the Premises or the portion thereof within which such Project
shall be located (the “Solar Compound”), and a gate to the Solar Compound, all
substantially as described and depicted in Exhibit C attached hereto (collectively, the
“Solar Facility”). Any and all such materials installed by Tenant in, on or under the
Property shall be deemed the personal property of Tenant, and shall not become fixtures
or deemed a permanent part of the Property. Tenant shall have the right to alter, replace,
expand, enhance and upgrade the Solar Facility within the Premises at any time during
the term of this Lease. Tenant shall cause the construction of and all modifications to the
Solar Facility to occur in material compliance with all applicable laws, rules, regulations,
ordinances, permits, approvals and variances. Owner shall have no ownership interest in
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the Project or the Solar Facility, and Owner shall have no interest in any other benefits
related to the Project and/or the Solar Facility.
(b)

Tenant shall keep and maintain the Solar Facility now or hereafter located on the
Premises in good condition and repair, and shall maintain and operate the Solar Facility
in material compliance with all applicable federal, state and local laws, rules, regulations,
ordinances, permits, approvals and variances, normal wear and tear and casualty not
caused by Tenant or any employee, agent, contractor or representative thereof excepted.

(c)

Tenant shall have the right to fence the Premises or the Solar Compound, provided that
such fencing shall be installed so as to maintain reasonable access around the Premises or
Solar Compound by Owner. Tenant shall have the right to clear and thereafter to keep
clear the Premises and the Easements of all trees, bushes, rocks, crops and other
vegetation using mechanical means – no pesticides or herbicides shall be used at any
time. During the construction of the Solar Facility only, Tenant shall have the right to
use Owner’s retained property adjacent to the Premises in connection with the
construction of the Solar Facility at the Premises. If the construction or maintenance of
the Solar Facility results in damage to any adjacent lands of Owner (other than as
permitted or otherwise contemplated herein), Tenant shall pay to Owner the sum required
to effect the repair of such damage.

(d)

Tenant will pay for all utilities services used by Tenant at the Premises. If the Premises
do not have utilities services thereat, Tenant shall have the right to cause utilities services
to be installed at the Premises, at Tenant’s sole expense, and to improve, at Tenant’s sole
expense, the present utilities services to the Premises (including, but not limited to, the
installation of emergency power generators, power lines and utility poles). Owner agrees
to use reasonable efforts to assist Tenant in acquiring the necessary utilities services to the
Premises.

(e)

As partial consideration for the rent paid pursuant to this Lease, Owner hereby grants to
Tenant and its successors and assigns, during the Feasibility, Permitting and Construction
Period, Operations Term, and any Renewal Terms, easements in, under and across the
Property: (i) for ingress, egress and access to the Premises, by foot and motor vehicles
(including trucks), (ii) to install utilities services at the Premises, (iii) to install storm
water management systems; (iv) for the installation and maintenance of equipment, utility
wires, poles, cables, conduits, drainage lines, and pipes to accommodate Tenant’s
permitted use of the Premises hereunder extending from the nearest public right-of-way,
over and across any property of Owner to the Premises, (v) to capture, use and convert
the unobstructed solar resources over and across the Property; and (vi) for
electromagnetic, visual, view, light, noise, vibration, electrical, or other effects
attributable to the Solar Facility (collectively, the “Easements”). The Easements shall be
located on the Property in the areas described and depicted in Exhibit B hereto. The
Easements granted hereunder shall have the same term as this Lease. In the event that
any utility company requires an easement not otherwise located with the area of the
Easements to provide utilities services to Tenant, Owner agrees to grant such necessary
easement to said utility company. Such additional easements in favor of the utility
companies shall be located within the Property in an area(s) that is/are mutually approved
by and acceptable to Owner, Tenant and such utility companies.

(f)

The Easements are non-exclusive easements to and for the benefit of Tenant and its
agents, employees, successors, assigns and business visitors. Tenant shall have the right
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to construct, maintain and repair a roadway over the aforementioned Easements,
including such work as may be necessary for slope and drainage, and to install such
poles, wires, pipes, cables, conduits and related appurtenances as shall be necessary for
the proper conduct of Tenant’s business at the Premises and for electricity, water,
telephone and gas services. If Owner or other tenants, employees, agents, contractors or
invitees of Owner damage or disturb the Easements, then Owner or Owner’s other
tenants, employees, agents, contractors and invitees shall share in the reasonable and
proportionate costs incurred to repair such Easements. Owner represents and warrants
that Tenant’s intended use of the Premises and the Easements does not conflict with any
agreements, restrictions, covenants, conditions, easements or licenses, whether or not of
record, that affect the Premises and/or the Easements.
(g)

Tenant shall have 24-hours-a-day, 7-days-a-week access to the Premises and the
Easements (the “Access”) at all times during the Feasibility, Permitting and Construction
Period, and Operations Term of this Lease and any Renewal Term. Tenant shall have the
right to park its vehicles on Owner’s Property when Tenant is constructing, removing,
replacing and/or servicing its Solar Facility, provided that such parking does not
unreasonably interfere with Owner's use of the Property.

(h)

Tenant covenants that it shall comply with the decommissioning plan approved by the
[appropriate permitting authority] in connection with the issuance of its [applicable
permits].

Section 6. Assignment.
(a)

Upon notice to Owner, Tenant shall have the right to assign or transfer its rights under
this Agreement, in whole or in part, to any person or any business entity at any time,
subject to the assignee assuming all of Tenant’s obligations hereunder. After delivery by
Tenant to Owner of an instrument of assumption by an assignee wherein such assignee
assumes all of the obligations of Tenant under this Agreement, Tenant will thereafter be
relieved of all liabilities and obligations pursuant to this Agreement.

(b)

Subject to the terms of Section 10 hereof, Owner may assign its rights and obligations
under this Agreement to its successor in interest in and to the Property without the prior
consent of Tenant. The parties hereto covenant and agree that notwithstanding any sale,
conveyance, transfer or other disposition of the Property or any part thereof or interest
therein or this Lease or any part thereof or interest therein to any party other than Tenant,
by transfer of fee title to the Property or a part thereof, by the granting of leasehold
interest in and to or an easement over the Property or any part thereof, or by any
encumbrance of the Property or any part thereof, by any sale, assignment or other
disposition of this Lease or any part thereof or any right and/or interest therein, or
otherwise, the Property, the Premises and the Easements shall remain subject to the Lease
and the terms and provisions hereof and Tenant’s rights, title, interests and remedies
hereunder for the entire Term of this Lease. The burdens of this Agreement, easements
and other rights contained in this Agreement shall run with and against the Property
and/or Premises as the case may be, and shall be a charge and burden thereon for the
duration of this Agreement and shall be binding upon and against Owner and its
successors and assigns.

Section. 7. Transfer Warranty. The parties hereto covenant and agree that all sales, leases and
transfers of the Property or any part thereof, and the granting of any easement encumbering or interest in
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and to the Property or any part thereof, shall during the Term be subject to this Lease and Tenant’s rights
and options hereunder and shall not adversely affect Tenant’s use of the Premises and the Easements as
contemplated hereby.
Section 8. Taxes.
(a)

As of the Effective Date, Tenant agrees to pay or cause to be paid when due all state and
local personal property taxes, municipal charges and assessments due against the Solar
Facility. Nothing in this Section 8(a) shall be construed as limiting Tenant’s right to
contest, appeal or challenge any tax assessment. Owner shall pay when due any taxes
attributable to the underlying value of the Premises.

Section 9. Removal of Solar Facility. Upon written request of Owner given to Tenant within
ten (10) days of the expiration or earlier termination of this Agreement, or at Tenant’s option, all personal
property and trade fixtures of Tenant, specifically including, but not limited to, the Solar Facility, shall be
removed by Tenant from the Premises within One Hundred Twenty (120) days after the expiration or
earlier termination of this Agreement. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary set forth herein, upon the
expiration or earlier termination of this Agreement, Tenant shall, at its sole cost and expense, reasonably
restore the Property to its original condition, provided that it is understood that it would not be reasonable
to expect that any structures and mature trees removed in conjunction with the Project be replaced with
equivalent structures or mature trees. Tenant shall have the right at any time during the Term of this Lease
to remove the Solar Facility from the Premises without the consent of the Owner.
Section 10. [Reserved].
Section 11. Insurance. At its sole cost and expense and to the extent available, Tenant shall
procure and maintain during the term of this Lease a Commercial General Liability policy in the
applicable amounts for a project of this size, insuring against liability for injury or death of a person or
persons or damage to property occasioned by or arising out of or in connection with Tenant’s occupation
and use of the Premises or activities thereon. Tenant’s insurance policy shall name Owner as an
additional insured.
Section 12. Termination. Tenant may terminate this Agreement at any time, in its sole
discretion, by giving written notice thereof to Owner prior to the Commencement Date. Further, this
Agreement may be terminated by Tenant immediately, at any time, upon giving written notice to Owner,
if: (a) Tenant cannot obtain all governmental certificates, permits, variances, leases or other approvals
(each an “Approval”; collectively, the “Approvals”) and/or any easements required for the installation and
operation of the Solar Facility at the Premises as contemplated hereunder, or (b) a satisfactory
arrangement for selling electricity or attributes despite reasonable commercial efforts, or (c) any Approval
is canceled, terminated, or expires or lapses, or (d) Owner fails to deliver to Tenant any non-disturbance
agreement or subordination agreement required hereunder, or (e) Owner fails to have proper ownership
of the Property and/or authority to enter into this Agreement, or (f) Tenant determines that the Property
contains Hazardous Substances (as such term is defined in Section 14 hereof) and such Hazardous
Substances were not introduced to the Property by Tenant, or (g) Owner is in default hereunder and fails
to cure such default within the periods specified in and otherwise in accordance with the terms of Section
17 hereof. Any termination of this Agreement pursuant to this Section 12 shall not constitute a waiver of
Tenant’s rights under Section 13 of this Agreement.
Section 13. Indemnity. Owner and Tenant each agree to indemnify and hold harmless the other
party from and against any and all claims, losses, liabilities, obligations, damages, cost and expenses,
including reasonable attorney fees (collectively, the “Losses”), to the extent caused by or arising out of
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(a) the acts or omissions in the operations or activities on the Property, the Premises and/or the Easements
by the indemnifying party or the employees, agents, contractors, licensees, tenants (other than Tenant if
Owner is the indemnifying party) and/or subtenants of the indemnifying party, or (b) a breach of or
default by the indemnifying party under this Lease that has not been cured in accordance with the terms
hereof. Notwithstanding the foregoing, this indemnification shall not extend to Losses exclusively arising
from the negligence or intentional misconduct of the indemnified party. The indemnifying party’s
obligations under this section are contingent upon (i) its receiving prompt written notice of any event
giving rise to an obligation to indemnify the other party hereto, and (ii) the indemnified party’s granting
such indemnifying party the right to control the defense and settlement of the matter for which
indemnification is being given, provided that no such settlement shall be agreed to or otherwise effective
unless the same has been approved in advance by the indemnified party, such approval not be
unreasonably withheld, and the indemnified party shall have the right to participate in such defense with
counsel selected by the indemnified party, and all costs and expenses of such counsel selected by the
indemnified party shall be borne exclusively by the indemnified party.
Section 14. Hazardous Substances.
(a)

Tenant acknowledges that the Property is the site of a capped landfill. Owner shall be
responsible for, and shall promptly conduct any investigation and remediation as required
by any applicable environmental laws, all spills or other releases of any hazardous
substance, chemical or waste (collectively, the “Hazardous Substances”) caused solely by
Owner, or any employee, agent, contractor, representative or affiliate thereof, that have
occurred or may occur on the Property during the Term of this Lease.

(b)

Tenant hereby represents and warrants that it shall not: (i) bury underground or discharge
into the sewage system at the Premises any Hazardous Substances, or (ii) use the
Premises as a storage site for Hazardous Substances, except minimal quantities used in
the ordinary course of Tenant’s business in accordance with all applicable environmental
laws and regulations.

(c)

Tenant and Owner each hereby agrees to defend, indemnify and hold harmless the other
party hereto from and against any and all administrative and judicial actions and rulings,
claims, causes of action, demands and liabilities (collectively, the “Claims”) including,
but not limited to, damages, costs, expenses, assessments, penalties, fines, losses,
judgments and reasonable attorney fees that indemnitee may suffer or incur due to the
existence or discovery of any Hazardous Substances on the Property or the migration of
any Hazardous Substance to other properties or the release of any Hazardous Substance
into the environment (collectively, the “Actions”), that arise from the indemnifying
party’s activities on or at the Property. The indemnification obligations set forth in this
Section 14(c) specifically include, without limitation, costs incurred in connection with
any investigation of site conditions and/or any cleanup, remedial, removal or restoration
work required by any governmental authority. This Section 14(c) shall survive the
termination or expiration of this Lease.

(d)

After the Commencement Date, if Owner is required by applicable environmental laws
and regulations to remediate Hazardous Substances on the Property, then Owner shall
notify Tenant in writing of the extent of Owner’s planned remediation. If the Project
must be removed for Owner to perform remediation, Owner shall be responsible for all
costs incurred by Tenant to remove, store and reinstall the Project or any part thereof, and
lost revenue due to such downtime, including, without limitation, any estimated
electricity unable to be generated or delivered and any lost REC revenues and other
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incentives attributable thereto, and the Operations Term shall be extended day for day for
each day of interruption due to Owner’s remediation.
(e)

Parties agree and understand that solely by reason of the lease of the Premises to Tenant,
Tenant’s acceptance of the Premises as stated herein, Tenant’s entry upon the Premises
and Tenant’s use of the Premises in accordance with the terms of this Agreement, neither
Tenant nor any of its members, partners, agents, contractors, employees, offices,
directors, lenders, successors or assigns shall be deemed by Owner to have, in any way,
become an [owner or operator of the capped landfill] (as such terms are defined in
[applicable Massachusetts statutes and regulations]), or shall be deemed by Owner to
have assumed any liability or obligation for the operation, maintenance, closure,
monitoring or repair of the landfill, or with respect to any materials deposited at the
landfill by any person other than Tenant and its contractors from and after the Effective
Date.

(f)

Tenant acknowledges that the Premises consist of, all or in part, a capped landfill, and
that Tenant must obtain at its sole cost and expense, among other governmental
approvals, appropriate permits to allow Tenant to use the Premises for the Project. Tenant
also acknowledges and agrees that the permit may impose certain conditions and
requirements which are related to the Tenant's use of the Premises and/or the installation,
construction and/or operation of the Project and which would not have been imposed on
Owner were it not for this Agreement. Tenant shall comply with conditions in its permits
related to construction, operation and maintenance of the Project and interconnection of
the Project to the electrical distribution system, as well as for the routine mowing and
control of vegetation within the fenced-in portion of the Premises in order to comply with
any applicable governmental requirements (hereinafter collectively referred to as
"Tenant's Landfill Obligations"). Owner shall comply with all conditions in its permits,
including those related to ongoing monitoring, maintenance and repair of the landfill, any
gas venting infrastructure and groundwater or other monitoring equipment. Tenant
agrees that, notwithstanding anything to the contrary in this Agreement, it (a) shall not
conduct any activities on the Premises that will, or are reasonably likely to, penetrate the
landfill capping material or otherwise threaten the integrity of the landfill cap, or cause
the landfill to be out of compliance with any governmental approvals or applicable laws;
(b) shall not violate applicable laws, including but not limited to relevant landfill permits
and any laws, regulations, codes, and agreements with respect to the landfill, (c) shall
comply with Tenant's Landfill Obligations, at Tenant's sole cost and expense, and (d)
shall not, subject to Section 14(d), interfere with or disrupt (i) Owner's use of the
Property as a capped municipal landfill, and the obligations of Owner under applicable
laws and governmental approvals in connection with the maintenance, repair, monitoring,
and testing of the landfill cap and area (''Owner Activities") or (ii) Owner's performance
of any duties required of Owner under applicable laws and governmental approvals,
including but not limited to any laws, regulations, codes, and agreements with respect to
the landfill. Each of Owner and Tenant shall provide reasonable cooperation and
assistance with the other party in providing information that a party may require to meet
the landfill permit conditions. If Owner fails to comply with the landfill permit, Tenant
may take such action as it deems necessary to prevent cancellation of the landfill permit.
Owner shall reimburse Tenant for any costs incurred by Tenant in preventing cancellation
of the landfill permit. If the Owner’s failure to comply with the landfill permit results in
cancellation or revocation of the landfill permit, then Tenant may terminate this
Agreement and in such case Owner shall pay to Tenant the Early Termination Amount (as
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defined below). Tenant shall not be responsible for any costs, fees or expenses for
ongoing maintenance, repair or monitoring of the landfill.
(g)

If, during Operations Term, the Owner requires that all or a portion of the Project be
temporarily shut down and taken out of operation, Owner agrees to and shall pay Tenant
an amount with respect to such work equal to Tenant’s actual and documented removal,
storage, and reinstallation costs plus any estimated electricity not delivered and any lost
REC and other incentive revenue during such outage. Owner agrees to coordinate such
repair work to minimize the period of time in which the Project or portion thereof is taken
out of operation and to mitigate Tenant’s loss of revenues by attempting to schedule
repair work during times of day when insolation is at a minimum. Following Owner’s
notice to Tenant containing an assurance that an appropriation has been made for
payment of the estimated removal, storage, and reinstallation costs (plus amounts owed
for estimated electricity not delivered and any lost REC and other incentive revenue, if
applicable) in the required amount, Tenant shall arrange for removing, storing and reinstalling the Project at the Premises. Owner shall reimburse Tenant (or, at the Tenant’s
option, make payment directly to the applicable contractor or vendor on Tenant’s behalf)
for the actual documented costs of such removal, storage and reinstallation of the Project
(plus amounts owed for estimated electricity not delivered and any lost REC and other
incentive revenue, if applicable) within thirty (30) days following receipt of an invoice
from Tenant, including reasonably acceptable back up information, with respect thereto.
If any changes in the landfill cap arising from such repair or replacement work by Owner,
such that the Project cannot be reinstalled in its prior configuration without redesign, the
Tenant shall redesign and construct the Project, at Owner’s cost. Owner shall ensure that
the repaired landfill allows for the re-installation of the Project so that the Project is able
to produce equivalent amounts of electricity, or shall compensate Tenant for lost
revenues, including, without limitation, any estimated electricity unable to be generated
or delivered and any lost REC and other incentive revenue attributable thereto, on
account of the reduction in capacity of the Project. Should the repaired landfill not allow
for the re-installation of the Project such that the Project is able to produce equivalent
amounts of electricity, Tenant, with the approval of its lender, shall calculate a partial
Early Termination Amount (as defined below) for the affected portion of such Project.

(h)

With respect to any temporary removal of the Project as provided in the foregoing
paragraphs of this Section 14(f), Tenant as instructed by Owner shall remove portions of
the Project as necessary for the repair or replacement work to be performed. Owner shall
provide Tenant with at least ninety (90) days advance written notice of any such repair or
replacement work, except in the event of an emergency or order of any court or
governmental authority, in which event Owner shall provide Tenant with such advance
notice as is practicable. During the period of removal, those portions of the Project that
are removed from the Premises may be temporarily stored off-site, or the Owner may
designate a location for the temporary storage on other Owner property, if available.

Section 15. Casualty/Condemnation.
(a)

If there is a condemnation of the Premises, the Easements and/or the Property (or a
portion thereof which is sufficient to render the Premises and/or the Easements unsuitable
for Tenant’s purposes), including, without limitation, a transfer of the Premises, the
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Easements and/or the Property or a part thereof by consensual deed in lieu of
condemnation, then this Lease shall, at the option of Tenant, terminate upon transfer of
title to the condemning authority, without further liability to either party hereunder
(except as otherwise expressly provided herein). The Rent due hereunder shall be
prorated to the date of taking, and Owner shall reimburse to Tenant the portion of the then
current Annual Rent attributable to the period subsequent to such taking. Tenant and
Owner shall be entitled to pursue their own separate condemnation awards with respect to
any such taking (which award to Tenant may include, where applicable, the value of the
Solar Facility, moving expenses, prepaid rent to the extent not reimbursed to Tenant by
Owner, and business dislocation expenses).
(b)

If the Premises, the Easements and/or the Property are damaged or destroyed to an extent
sufficient to render the Premises and/or the Easements unsuitable for Tenant’s purposes,
Tenant shall have the right, but not the obligation, to elect to not rebuild, replace or repair
any improvement and to terminate this Lease as of the date that such damage or
destruction occurred, without prejudice to or otherwise affecting any rights or remedies
that Tenant may have hereunder or at law or in equity, and the Annual Rent due hereunder
shall be prorated to such date of termination.

(c)

Notwithstanding anything in this Agreement to the contrary, in the event of any casualty
to or condemnation of the Property or any portion thereof during such time as any
Security Instrument (as such term is hereinafter defined) shall remain unsatisfied, the
Financing Entity in whose favor such Security Instrument has been granted shall be
entitled to receive all insurance proceeds and/or condemnation awards (up to the amount
of the indebtedness secured by such Security Instrument) otherwise payable to Tenant
and apply such proceeds in accordance with the terms of the Security Instrument, and
shall further have the right, but not the obligation, to restore the Property in the event that
the same is damaged or destroyed.

Section 16. Quiet Enjoyment/Additional Owner Representations.
(a)

Owner covenants that Tenant, upon paying the Rent and performing the covenants hereof
on the part of Tenant to be performed, shall and may peaceably and quietly have, hold
and enjoy the Premises and the Easements and all related appurtenances, rights,
privileges and easements throughout the Term hereof without any lawful hindrance by
Owner and any person claiming by, through or under Owner. Except in cases of
emergency, Owner shall not have access to the Premises unless accompanied by Tenant
personnel.

(b)

The Solar Facility shall be the exclusive property of and owned by Tenant. Owner
covenants and agrees that neither the Solar Facility nor any part of the improvements
constructed, erected or placed by Tenant on the Premises or the Easements shall become
or be considered as being affixed to or a part of the Premises or the Easements, any and
all provisions and principles of law to the contrary notwithstanding, it being the specific
intention of Owner that the Solar Facility and all improvements of every kind and nature
constructed, erected or place by Tenant on the Premises and the Easements shall be and
remain the property of Tenant. Owner agrees and acknowledges that none of Tenant’s
assets and properties, including, without limitation, the Solar Facility and Tenant’s trade
fixtures, shall become the property of Owner upon termination or expiration of the Lease.
Owner hereby waives any and all lien rights and/or security interests it may have,
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statutory or otherwise, in or otherwise with regard to the Solar Facility or any portion
thereof.
(c)

If Owner owns or otherwise controls land adjacent to the Premises, the Easements or the
Property, Owner agrees for itself and all future holders of the Property and/or such
adjacent land that no use shall be made of the Property and/or such adjacent land during
the Term hereof that would interfere with Tenant’s use of the Premises and the Easements
as described herein, including, without limitation, the operation of any solar facilities by
any party other than Tenant or its successors or assigns hereunder.

(d)

Owner hereby represents and warrants to Tenant that: (i) Owner is the fee owner of the
Premises and the Easements and the lands immediately adjacent thereto which comprise
the easements and rights of way granted to Tenant hereunder; (ii) such ownership is free
and clear of all liens, claims and encumbrances other than those which do not interfere
with Tenant’s use of and operations at the Premises and the Easements; (iii) Owner has
the lawful right and authority to execute this Lease and to grant the leasehold interests,
easements, rights of way and other rights described herein; (iv) the Property (including
the Premises and the Easements), and all improvements located thereon (other than
improvements constructed by Tenant), are in substantial compliance with all laws, rules,
regulations and ordinances, including, but not limited to, building, life/safety, disability
and other laws, codes and regulations of applicable governmental authorities; and (v)
Owner has obtained and delivered to Tenant the consents of all parties other than Owner
that hold any encumbrance upon or interest in the Premises and/or the Easements to the
existence, execution and delivery of this Lease, the granting of a leasehold interest in the
Premises and the granting of the Easements to Tenant in accordance with the terms
hereof, and Tenant’s and its successors and assigns utilization of the Premises and the
Easements for the purposes described herein.

(e)

Owner hereby makes the further additional representations:
(i) To the best of Owner’s knowledge, no underground improvements, including, but
not limited to, treatment or storage tanks, are or ever have been located on the
Premises.
(ii) There is no litigation or claims of any nature whatsoever pending or threatened
against Owner regarding the Premises, and Owner does not know or have
reasonable grounds to know the basis for any such action.
(iii) Owner has legal access to a public road from the Premises.
(iv) To the best of Owner’s knowledge, Owner has paid all taxes, license fees or other
charges levied, assessed or imposed upon the Premises.
(v) No material fact regarding the Premises known to Owner has been omitted or
withheld from Tenant that would reasonably affect a prudent person’s decision to
enter into this Agreement.
(vi) Owner has no knowledge of any special assessment or improvements of any
public body which may give rise to a special assessment or imposition of impact
fees against the Premises. Owner shall be responsible for any special assessment
or impact fee arising out of Owner’s use and ownership of the Premises.

Section 17. Default. Notwithstanding anything contained herein to the contrary (other than the
terms of Section 20 below), and without waiving any other rights granted at law or in equity, if either
party is in default under this Lease for a period of (i) thirty 30 days following receipt of notice of default
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from the non-defaulting party with respect to a default which may be cured solely by the payment of
money, or (ii) 60 days following receipt of notice of default from the non-defaulting party with respect to
a default which may not be cured solely by the payment of money, then, in either event, the nondefaulting party may pursue any remedies available to it against the defaulting party under applicable law
or in equity, subject to the terms of Section 16(b) hereof. If a non-monetary default may not reasonably be
cured within such 60 day period, the Lease may not be terminated if the defaulting party commences
action to cure the default within such 60 day period and proceeds with due diligence to fully cure the
default as soon as reasonably practicable thereafter.
Section 18. Tenant and Owner Financing.
(a)

Tenant may enter into debt and equity financings from third parties (each, a “Financing
Entity”, collectively the “Financing Entities”) in connection with developing the Solar
Facility. Owner may pledge the Rent or otherwise encumber its interest in this Agreement
to any third party, as security for any loan or other financing, without the consent of
Tenant. This Agreement shall run with the Property and shall be binding upon and inure
to the benefit of the parties hereto and their respective successors, personal
representatives, heirs and assigns.

(b)

Tenant may collaterally assign, pledge, mortgage and/or grant a security interest to and/or
otherwise encumber in favor of a Financing Entity ”), as security for any loan or other
financing relationship, all of Tenant’s right, title and interest in: (i) this Agreement, (ii)
the Premises, (iii) the Easements, (iv) the Solar Facility, and (v) any other personal
property owned by Tenant and located at the Property, all without the consent of Owner.
Tenant shall also have the right to obtain, at its sole expense, a title insurance policy
insuring its leasehold interest in and to the Premises and its easement interest in the
Easements. Owner agrees to enter into additional documents as reasonably requested by
such Financing Entities, including, without limitation, lender consent documents on
customary terms and conditions, provided that Tenant or the requesting Financing Entity
reimburses Owner for its reasonable legal fees associated with reviewing such
documents.

(c)

Financing Entity may: (i) enforce its rights under its leasehold mortgage and/or other loan
and security documents (each, a “Security Instrument”; collectively the “Security
Instruments”) that encumber or otherwise convey a security or other interests in and to
the property and assets of Tenant, including, but not limited to, Tenant’s leasehold interest
in the Premises and easement interest in the Easements and its rights, title and interests in
and to this Agreement, the Solar Facility, and all other improvements, equipment and
other personal property of Tenant located at the Premises and within the Easements, (ii)
acquire title to Tenant’s interest in the Premises and the Easements under this Agreement
in any lawful way, (iii) pending foreclosure of such Security Instruments, take possession
of the Premises and the Easements, and (iv) obtain, at such Financing Entity’s or Tenant’s
sole expense, a title insurance policy insuring those Security Instruments in favor of the
Financing Entity that encumber Tenant’s leasehold interest in the Premises and easement
interest in the Easements. In connection with a Financing Entity’s acquisition of such a
title insurance policy, Owner shall promptly execute and deliver to the title company that
is issuing such policy such landowner affidavits and/or certificates that the title company
may reasonably request. If a Financing Entity shall acquire title to Tenant’s interest in
this Agreement by whatever lawful means, including, without limitation, by foreclosure
or otherwise, then the Financing Entity may freely assign this Agreement without
Owner’s consent.
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Section 19. Estoppel Certificates.
(a)

Owner shall from time to time, within ten (10) days after receipt of Tenant’s written
request therefor, deliver to Tenant a written statement addressed to Tenant and/or to any
Financing Entity (as specified by Tenant) (each an “Estoppel Certificate”) certifying:
(i)

That the Agreement is unmodified and in full force and effect (or if modified, a
brief description of such modification and that this Agreement as so modified is
in full force and effect);

(ii)

That the Agreement attached to the Estoppel Certificate is a true and correct copy
of this Agreement, and all amendments hereto, and constitutes the entire
agreement between Owner and Tenant relating to the Solar Facility;

(iii)

That to the knowledge of Owner, Tenant has not previously assigned or
hypothecated its rights or interests under this Agreement, except as described in
such Estoppel Certificate with as much specificity as Owner is able to provide;

(iv)

The term of this Agreement and the Annual Rent then in effect and any additional
charges pursuant to this Lease;

(v)

The date through which Tenant has paid the Rent;

(vi)

Neither party to the Agreement is in default nor has either breached the
Agreement and, to the best of Owner’s knowledge, no facts or circumstances
exist which, with the passage of time or the giving of notice or both, would
constitute a default or breach by either such party under this Agreement;

(vii)

There are no actions pending against Owner under the bankruptcy or any similar
laws of the United States or any state;

(viii)

Owner is not aware of any event, act, circumstance or condition constituting a
force majeure event under the Agreement;

(ix)

Owner has not paid any amounts or received any claims under the
indemnification provisions in the Agreement;

(x)

Tenant does not owe any indemnity payments to Owner and Owner has no
existing counterclaims, offsets or defenses against Tenant under the Agreement;

(xi)

There are no proceedings pending or, to Owner’s knowledge, threatened against
or affecting Owner in any court or by or before any court, governmental authority
or arbitration board or tribunal which could reasonably be expected to have a
material adverse effect on the ability of Owner to perform its obligations under
the Agreement;

(xii)

There are no disputes or proceedings between Owner and Tenant related to the
Agreement;
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(xiii)

The assignment of certain direct or indirect equity interests in Tenant to the
Financing Entity will not violate the terms and conditions of the Agreement, and
any related consent or notice to Owner under the Agreement is hereby deemed
satisfied;

(xiv)

Owner agrees (i) to provide notice of any default by Tenant under the Agreement
to Financing Entity at an address provided to Owner by Tenant and (ii) such
Financing Entity is a Financing Entity pursuant to Section 18 of the Agreement;
and

(xv)
Entities.

Such other matters as are reasonably requested by Tenant or its Financing

(b)

Without in any way limiting Tenant’s rights and remedies arising out of Owner’s failure
to timely provide an Estoppel Certificate as required by this Section 19, such failure by
Owner to deliver an Estoppel Certificate in accordance with the terms hereof shall be
conclusive evidence that: (i) this Agreement is in full force and effect, without
modification except as may be represented by Tenant; (ii) that there are no uncured
defaults by Tenant or Owner hereunder; and (iii) the Annual Rent for the then current
month has not been paid in advance by Tenant.

Section. 20. Financing Entity Notice.. The following provisions shall be effective at any time
that Owner has received notice from Tenant there is a Financing Entity which notice shall include the
name and address of the Financing Entity:
(a)

(b)

After receipt by Tenant of a notice of default under this Lease and the expiration of any
applicable cure period hereunder, Owner shall deliver to each Financing Entity (the
“Financing Entity Notice”) which specifies the default by Tenant and states that Tenant’s
cure period has expired without such default being cured. Tenant shall be exclusively
responsible for providing to Owner written notification of the notice addresses for each
Financing Entity. Each such Financing Entity shall thereupon have the right, but shall not
in any manner whatsoever be obligated, to cure such default within the applicable time
periods set forth below in this Section 20(a), and without the payment of any default
charges, fees, late charges or interest that might otherwise be payable by Tenant
hereunder. Owner shall not terminate the Lease or exercise its other rights or remedies
under the Lease:
(i)

If such default can be cured other than by the payment of money exclusively and
within thirty (30) days after the Financing Entities’ receipt of such Financing
Entity Notice one of more of the Financing Entities (A) cures such default, or (B)
if such default reasonably requires more than thirty (30) days to cure, commences
to cure said default and diligently prosecutes the same to completion; or

(ii)

If such default can only be cured by the payment of money and within thirty (30)
days after the Financing Entities’ receipt of such Financing Entity Notice one of
more of the Financing Entities cures such default.

Owner hereby agrees and acknowledges that the Financing Entities shall have the right to
access the Premises and the Easements and exercise any other rights of Tenant under this
Lease to the extent necessary to cure, pursuant to this Section 20(a), default by Tenant
under this Lease. Owner hereby agrees to accept performance by any of the Financing
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Entities of all cures, conditions and covenants under this Lease as though performed by
Tenant.
(c)

If the Financing Entities or any of them commence enforcement of their rights and
remedies under the Security Instruments, then upon the acquisition by the Financing
Entities or any of them of Tenant’s rights, title and interests in and to the Lease, such
Financing Entities shall cure all outstanding defaults of Tenant under the Lease that are
reasonably capable of being cured by the Financing Entities within the time periods set
forth in Section 20(a)(i) and (ii) above (excluding any bankruptcy or insolvency of
Tenant), and: (i) Owner shall treat such Financing Entities as the tenant(s) and lessee(s)
under the Lease, (ii) such Financing Entities shall own and may exercise all rights, title
and interests (including, without limitation, any security or other deposits or other
impound payments), and shall be deemed to have assumed all obligations of, Tenant
under the Lease, and (iii) the Lease will continue and remain in full force and effect in
accordance with the terms hereof. If the Financing Entities cure all outstanding defaults
by Tenant under the Lease but do not acquire all of Tenant’s rights, title and interests
under the Lease, or if the Financing Entities commence enforcement of their rights and
remedies under the Security Instruments, and thereafter Tenant cures such defaults
(which cure Owner is hereby be obligated to accept) and the Financing Entities then
terminate their enforcement actions, then the Lease shall remain in full force and effect
between Owner and Tenant.

(d)

No modification or termination of the Lease shall be effective without the prior written
consent of the Financing Entities. No notice of default by Owner to Tenant shall be
effective unless a copy thereof is delivered concurrently to each Financing Entity
(provided that Tenant has delivered to Owner the most recent notice addresses for such
Financing Entities). Owner agrees that no default or termination of the Lease shall occur
solely as a result of any of the Financing Entities enforcing their respective remedies
under the Security Instruments.

(e)

In connection with any foreclosure or similar action relating to the personal property of
Tenant, the Financing Entities, or their respective representatives, may enter the Premises
and the Easements solely for the purpose of timely removal of such personal property and
other purposes incidental to implementing such action, without liability therefore,
provided that such activities by the Financing Entities shall not unreasonably interfere
with or disturb Owner or any other tenants of Owner, and the Financing Entities shall pay
for any physical damage to the Premises, the Easements and/or the Property actually
caused by the Financing Entities or their respective representatives in removing such
personal property from the Premises and the Easements.

(f)

The parties hereto agree and acknowledge that if the Lease is rejected or disaffirmed as
part of any bankruptcy, reorganization or insolvency proceeding commenced with respect
to Tenant, Owner shall, at the request of the Financing Entities or any of them, enter into
a new lease of the Premises and a new grant of the Easements with such requesting
Financing Entities for the then balance of the Term of the Lease, provided that such
Financing Entities cure Tenant’s then outstanding monetary defaults under the Lease
(excluding any bankruptcy or insolvency) and undertake to cure all outstanding nonmonetary defaults by Tenant under the Lease within thirty (30) days after the
commencement date of such new lease, provided further that if such non-monetary
defaults cannot be cured within thirty days, such Financing Entities shall commence to
cure such defaults within said 30 day period and diligently thereafter complete such cure
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within a reasonable period of time not to exceed 90 days, and such new lease shall
contain the same rent, covenants, terms and conditions as set forth in the Lease. The
provisions of this Section 20(f) shall survive the termination of the Lease and shall
continue in full force and effect thereafter.
Section 21. Subordination and Non-Disturbance.
(a)

Tenant acknowledges that prior to the Commencement Date, Owner may have granted,
and on or after the Commencement Date Owner may grant, a mortgage(s), deed(s) of
trust or other security instrument (collectively, the “Mortgages”; individually, a
“Mortgage”) which encumber some or all of the Premises and/or the Easements to certain
institutions or persons (collectively, the “Mortgagees”; individually, a “Mortgagee”).

(b)

With regard to each Mortgage that is in effect and/or of record on or prior to the
recordation of the MOL (as such term is hereinafter defined), Owner will request from
the Mortgagee thereunder that such Mortgagee execute and deliver to Tenant a
subordination, attornment and non-disturbance agreement among Owner, such Mortgagee
and Tenant pursuant to which: (i) Tenant confirms that this Lease is subordinated to the
Mortgage granted to such Mortgagee and Tenant will attorn to such Mortgagee in the
event that the Mortgagee acquires title to the Property; and (ii) such Mortgagee agrees to
honor the Lease, and that the Lease shall remain in full force and effect and shall not be
terminated, and Tenant shall be permitted to exercise all of its rights and remedies
thereunder, as long as Tenant is not in default under the Lease, even in the event of
foreclosure under the Mortgage to which such Mortgagee is a party (each a “SAND
Agreement”; collectively, the “SAND Agreements”). If Owner fails to deliver to Tenant
on or prior to the recordation of the MOL a SAND Agreement for each Mortgage that is
in effect and/or of record on or prior to the recordation of the MOL, then Tenant shall
have the right, in its sole discretion, to terminate this Lease by proving written notice
thereof to Owner, and upon such termination neither of the parties hereto shall have any
further obligations or liabilities hereunder.

(c)

With regard to each Mortgage that is in effect and/or of record after the recordation of the
MOL, upon request of Owner, Tenant shall promptly enter into a SAND Agreement with
Owner and the Mortgagee thereunder on commercially reasonable terms and conditions.

(d)

The parties hereto covenant and agree that notwithstanding anything to the contrary set
forth herein, the form and terms of each SAND Agreement shall be mutually approved by
and acceptable to Owner, Tenant and the Mortgagee that is a party to such SAND
Agreement.

Section 22. Miscellaneous.
(a)

Owner represents and warrants that the person executing this Agreement on behalf of
Owner represents individually that such person has the authority to execute this
Agreement on behalf of Owner.

(b)

Tenant warrants and represents that it is duly authorized to do business in the state in
which the Property is located and that the undersigned representative of Tenant is fully
authorized by Tenant to enter into this Agreement on behalf of Tenant.
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(c)

This Agreement sets forth and contains the entire agreement between the parties hereto
regarding the subject matter hereof, and supersedes all prior discussions, agreements and
negotiations between the parties with regard to the subject matter hereof.

(d)

The parties may sign this Agreement in multiple counterparts, each of which, when
executed, shall be deemed to be an original instrument, and all of which, taken together,
shall constitute one and the same agreement.

(e)

The terms and conditions of this Agreement shall extend to and bind the heirs, personal
representatives, successors and assigns of Owner and Tenant.

(f)

The prevailing party in any action or proceeding in court to enforce the terms of this
Agreement shall be entitled to receive its reasonable attorneys’ fees and other reasonable
enforcement costs and expenses from the non-prevailing party.

(g)

Owner shall at this time or on or before the Commencement Date execute, acknowledge
and deliver to Tenant for recording a Memorandum/Notice of Lease (the “MOL”) in the
form of Exhibit “D” attached hereto. Owner hereby grants to Tenant permission to insert
the Commencement Date of this Agreement into the MOL after execution of the MOL
and to record the MOL in the proper jurisdiction.

(h)

Notices, requests, and other communication shall be in writing and sent by United States
Mail, postage prepaid, certified or registered with return receipt requested, or by any
nationally recognized overnight courier service for priority delivery, to the respective
addresses set forth below, or to such other person or address as the party entitled to such
notice shall have specified by written notice to the other party hereto given in accordance
with the provisions of this Section 22(h). Any such notice shall be deemed given when
deposited in the United States Mail or delivered to such courier service. Notices shall be
sent
to:
For Tenant:
[PROJECT NAME, LLC]
[ADDRESS]
Attn:
For Owner:
[NAME]
[ADDRESS]
[ADDRESS]

(i)

This Agreement shall be governed by and construed in accordance with the laws of the
state in which the Property is located, without giving effect to the conflicts of laws rules
of such state.

(j)

Neither Tenant nor Owner shall disclose the financial or other terms of this Agreement to
third parties (other than either party’s and its affiliates’ employees, officers, partners,
members, attorneys, lenders and accountants and other advisors) without the express
written consent of the non-disclosing party hereto.

(k)

Owner’s recourse against any Financing Entity shall be expressly limited to such
Financing Entity’s interest in this Agreement.
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(l)

All Exhibits attached hereto and the terms and provisions thereof are incorporated herein
by this reference for all purposes. The parties agree and acknowledge that Exhibit A (the
legal description of the Property) and Exhibit B (the description of the Premises and the
Easements) and/or Exhibit C (the description of the Solar Facility), may be attached to
this Lease and the MOL in preliminary form. Accordingly, the parties agree that upon
preparation of the final exhibits to be used in Tenant’s applications for the Approvals, the
same shall also be attached to and shall constitute the final Exhibits A, B and/or C, as the
case may be, to this Lease and the MOL, provided that such final Exhibits shall
substantially conform to the preliminary Exhibits and that any deviations therefrom shall
be approved by Owner, which approval shall not be unreasonably withheld.

(m)

If Owner is represented by any broker or any other leasing agent in connection with the
transactions contemplated by this Lease, Owner shall be responsible for and shall pay
when due all commissions, fees and/or other payments to such agent, and agrees to
indemnify and hold Tenant harmless from all claims by such broker or anyone claiming
through such broker with regard to such commissions, fees and payments. If Tenant is
represented by any broker or any other leasing agent in connection with the transactions
contemplated by this Lease, Tenant shall be responsible for and shall pay when due all
commissions, fees and/or other payments to such agent, and agrees to indemnify and hold
Owner harmless from all claims by such broker or anyone claiming through such broker
with regard to such commissions, fees and payments.

(n)

This Agreement may not be amended, supplemented or restated except by a written
instrument that has been executed and delivered by each of the parties hereto.

(o)

The effective date of this Lease is the date of execution by the last party to sign the Lease
(the “Effective Date”).

(p)

The waiver by any party hereto of a breach of any provision of this Lease shall not bar or
be construed as a waiver of any subsequent breach by any party. A delay in enforcing a
party’s' rights shall not constitute or operate to act as a waiver of any breach.

(q)

If any provision of this Lease is found by a court of competent jurisdiction to be
unenforceable or illegal, such findings shall not impair the remaining provisions of this
Lease and the remainder of this Lease shall be enforceable as if such illegal or invalid
provision had not been contained within this Lease.

(r)

Confidentiality. Subject to Section 22(j), Owner shall maintain in the strictest
confidence, for the benefit of Tenant, all solar data, all information pertaining to the
financial terms of or payments under this Agreement, Tenant’s site or product design,
methods of operation, methods of construction, power production or availability of the
Project and/or Solar Facility, and the like, whether disclosed by Tenant, or discovered by
Owner, unless such information either (i) is in the public domain by reason of prior
publication through no act or omission of Owner, or (ii) was already known to Owner at
the time of disclosure and which Owner is free to use or disclose without breach of any
obligation to any person or entity. Owner shall not use such information for its own
benefit, publish or otherwise disclose it to others, or permit its use by others for their
benefit or to the detriment of Tenant. Notwithstanding the foregoing, Owner may
disclose such information to Owner’s lenders, attorneys, accountants and other personal
advisors; any prospective purchaser of the Property; any prospective lessee; or pursuant
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to lawful process, subpoena or court order; provided Owner in making such disclosure
advises the party receiving the information of the confidentiality of the information and
obtains the agreement of said party not to disclose the information.

[This Space Left Blank Intentionally; Signatures Appear on the Next Page]
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties do hereby execute this Agreement as of the ______ day of
____________________________, 2021.
IN PRESENCE OF:

[LANDOWNER NAME]

___________________________________
Witness

By:___________________________________
Duly Authorized Agent

[PROJECT NAME, LLC]

___________________________________
Witness

By:____________________________________
Duly Authorized Agent

STATE OF _______________
COUNTY OF __________________, SS.
On this _____ day of ________________, 2021, personally appeared [LANDOWNER
NAME]to me known to be the person who executed the foregoing instrument, and he acknowledged this
instrument, by him signed, to be his free act and deed and the free act and deed of [LANDOWNER
NAME].
Before me,
Notary Public
Printed Name:
Notary commission issued in ___________ County
My commission expires:

STATE OF _______________
COUNTY OF __________________, SS.
On
this
_____
day
of
________________,
2021,
personally
appeared
_________________________________ Duly Authorized Agent of [PROJECT NAME, LLC], to me
known to be the person who executed the foregoing instrument, and he acknowledged this instrument, by
him signed, to be his free act and deed and the free act and deed of [PROJECT NAME, LLC].
Before me,
Notary Public
Printed Name:
Notary commission issued in ___________ County
My commission expires:
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EXHIBIT “A”
LEGAL DESCRIPTION OF PROPERTY
Street Address: _______________________________
Tax Map ID: _______________and consists of _____________ acres.

Being all of the same lands and premises conveyed to [LANDOWNER NAME] by [Warranty
Deed] of [PREVIOUS LANDOWNER NAME] dated _____________, and recorded in Book ____ at
Page ______ of the Land Records of the Town of _________________.

[LEGAL DESCRIPTION OF ENTIRE PARCEL]

EXHIBIT “B”

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREMISES AND THE EASEMENTS
That certain _________ acre, more or less, parcel or tract of land, together with non-exclusive
easements for access 24 hours a day, seven days a week and for utilities services and facilities, located in
the Town of ___________________ _______________. Lease Area is located at
______________________________.
Lessee shall generate a definitive Site Plan to be attached to this Exhibit prior to Commencement
Date.

[LEGAL DESCRIPTION OF PREMISES AND EASEMENTS]
[ATTACH MAP]

EXHIBIT “C”

DESCRIPTION OF THE SOLAR FACILITY

A ____________kWAC nameplate solar generating facility as specifically designed, approved and
permitted in the [applicable permit] issued by the [appropriate permitting authority].

[GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE FACILITY]

EXHIBIT “D”

MEMORANDUM/NOTICE OF LEASE

[See MOL attached hereto]

MEMORANDUM/NOTICE OF LEASE
Site Name/Location: ____ Acre Parcel on the [LANDOWNER NAME] Property
[ADDRESS. . . ……………………..]
This Memorandum/Notice of Lease, dated as of ____________________, ______, evidences that
a Land Lease Agreement (the “Lease”) dated as of ________________, 2014, was made and written
between [LANDOWNER NAME] (“Lessor”), and [PROJECT NAME, LLC] (“Lessee”), a
______________ limited liability company with an address at ____________________ and the terms
and conditions of such Lease are incorporated herein by this reference.
Nothing in this
Memorandum/Notice of Lease shall be deemed to modify, amend, limit, or otherwise affect the terms and
conditions of the Lease. In the event of any inconsistency between the terms of this Memorandum/Notice
of Lease and the terms of the Lease, the terms of the Lease shall control.
Such Lease provides in part that Lessor leases to Lessee a certain parcel of real property located
at ________________________, _______________________, ________________, more particularly
described in Exhibit A attached hereto (the “Solar Site”). The Solar Site is situated within a larger parcel
of real property that is owned by Lessor and more particularly described in Exhibit A-1 attached hereto
(“Lessor’s Property”).] Pursuant to the Lease, Lessor has also granted to Lessee an easement for nonexclusive rights of access to the Solar Site and for electric, stormwater and other utilities services and
facilities to the Solar Site. The date of the Lease is as of _______________________. The Lease has a
Feasibility, Permitting and Construction and Testing Period and an Operations Term which commences on
the date Lessee commissions its Solar Facility at the Solar Site (the “Commencement Date”) and ends on
the 20th anniversary of such Commencement Date. Lessee has three options to extend the Operations
Term, each option being for a term of five (5) years.
The Lease provides Lessee the right to assign or transfer its rights under the Lease, in whole or in
part, to any person or any business entity at any time, subject to the assignee assuming all of Lessee’s
obligations thereunder. After delivery by Lessee to Lessor of an instrument of assumption by an assignee
wherein such assignee assumes all of the obligations of Lessee under the Lease, Lessee will thereafter be
relieved of all liabilities and obligations pursuant to the Lease.
Upon the cancellation, termination or expiration of the Lease, Lessee will make, execute and
deliver to Lessor an instrument releasing this Memorandum/Notice of Lease, which instrument shall in
form and substance be satisfactory to Lessor and shall be in recordable form.
Lessee does hereby make, constitute and appoint Lessor Lessee’s true and lawful attorney-in-fact
for the limited, specific and exclusive purpose of executing, delivering and recording a termination of this
Memorandum/Notice of Lease in the event that Lessee has not signed and returned to Lessor, within thirty
(30) days after the cancellation, termination or expiration of the Lease in accordance with the terms
thereof, a signed termination of this Memorandum/Notice of Lease. This power of attorney is coupled
with an interest and shall be irrevocable until this Memorandum/Notice of Lease has been validly released
of record. The power of attorney set forth in this paragraph is hereby expressly limited to the specific
matters and rights set forth in such paragraph.
This Memorandum/Notice of Lease may be executed in counterparts, each of which, when
executed, shall be deemed an original instrument, but all of which taken together shall constitute one and
the same agreement. Capitalized terms not otherwise defined herein shall have the respective meanings
ascribed to such terms in the Lease.
The location of the original lease is on file and available for inspection during usual business
hours at the offices of Lessee.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties have executed the Memorandum/Notice of Lease as of the day and
year first above written.
IN PRESENCE OF:

[LANDOWNER NAME]

___________________________________
Witness

By:___________________________________
Duly Authorized Agent

[PROJECT NAME, LLC]
___________________________________
Witness

By:____________________________________
Duly Authorized Agent

STATE OF _______________
COUNTY OF __________________, SS.
On this _____ day of ________________, 2021, personally appeared [LANDOWNER
NAME]to me known to be the person who executed the foregoing instrument, and he acknowledged this
instrument, by him signed, to be his free act and deed and the free act and deed of [LANDOWNER
NAME]
Before me,
Notary Public
Printed Name:
Notary commission issued in _____________ County
My commission expires:
STATE OF ________________
COUNTY OF __________________, SS.
On
this
_____
day
of
________________,
2021,
personally
appeared
_______________________________ Duly Authorized Agent of [PROJECT NAME, LLC] to me
known to be the person who executed the foregoing instrument, and he acknowledged this instrument, by
him signed, to be his free act and deed and the free act and deed of [PROJECT NAME, LLC].
Before me,
Notary Public
Printed Name:
Notary commission issued in _____________ County
My commission expires:

EXHIBIT “A”
DESCRIPTION OF SOLAR SITE
That certain ____ acre, more or less, parcel or tract of land, together with non-exclusive
easements for access 24 hours a day, seven days a week and for utilities services and facilities, located in
the
Town
of
___________
___________________.
Lease
Area
is
located
at
_____________________________.
The final Site Plan referenced in the final [applicable permitting authority] is attached to this
Exhibit.

[LEGAL DESCRIPTION OF THE LEASHOLD INTEREST]

EXHIBIT “A-1”
DESCRIPTION OF LARGER PARCEL OF
PROPERTY WITHIN WHICH SOLAR SITE IS LOCATED
Street Address: _____________________________________
Tax Map ID: __________________ and consists of ________ acres.

Being all of the same lands and premises conveyed to [LANDOWNER NAME] by Warranty
Deed of [PREVIOUS LANDOWNER NAME], dated __________, and recorded in Book ____ at Page
__________ of the Land Records of the Town of ________________.

[SAME AS “EXHIBIT A” TO THE LEASE]

ATTACHMENT D
DRAFT PILOT AGREEMENT

PAYMENT IN LIEU OF TAXES AGREEMENT
FOR SOLAR ENERGY SYSTEMS
between
[NAME OF TAXING JURISDICTION(S)]
and
[NAME OF OWNER]

Dated as of ________________, 20__

_______________________________________________________________________

RELATING
TO
THE
PREMISES
LOCATED
AT
________________________ (TAX MAP ______________) IN THE
(TOWN/COUNTY/VILLAGE,
_________COUNTY,
MASSACHUSETTS

PAYMENT IN LIEU OF TAXES AGREEMENT
FOR SOLAR ENERGY SYSTEMS

THIS AGREEMENT FOR PAYMENT IN LIEU OF TAXES FOR REAL
PROPERTY, effective as of the date on the cover page, above, by and between [ENTER
OWNER NAME] (the “Owner”), a _______________________ Owner, with a principal place
of business located at __________________________________ [ENTER ADDRESS]; and
[choose as appropriate]
the [ENTER SCHOOL DISTRICT NAME], (the “School District”), a school district duly
established with a principal place of business located at _________________________________
[ENTER ADDRESS];
the [Village/Town/City] of________________________, Massachusetts (the “Town”), a
municipal corporation duly established in ________________ County with a principal place of
business located at __________________________________ [ENTER ADDRESS];
the County of ________________________, Massachusetts, a municipal corporation duly
established with a principal place of business located at _________________________________
[ENTER ADDRESS] (the “County”);
the School District/Town/County is herein referred to as the “Taxing Jurisdiction.” Owner and
the Taxing Jurisdiction are collectively referred to in this Agreement as the “Parties” and are
individually referred to as a “Party.”
RECITALS
WHEREAS, Owner has submitted a Notice of Intent to the Taxing Jurisdiction that it
plans to build and operate a “Solar Energy System” as defined (herein the “Project”) with an
expected nameplate capacity (“Capacity’’) of approximately ____ Megawatts AC on a parcel of
land located within the Village/Town/City at _________________ and identified as SBL #
______________, as described in Exhibit A (herein the “Property”); and;
WHEREAS, the Taxing Jurisdiction has not opted out of [

]; and

WHEREAS, pursuant to [
], the Taxing Jurisdiction has indicated its intent to
require a Payment in Lieu of Taxes (“PILOT”) Agreement with the Owner, under which the
Owner (or any successor owner of the Project) will be required to make annual payments to the
Taxing Jurisdiction for each year during the term of this Agreement; and
WHEREAS, the Owner has submitted or will submit to the assessor of the
(Village/Town/City) a [Application for Tax Exemption of Solar Systems], demonstrating its
eligibility for a real property tax exemption pursuant to [
]; and

WHEREAS, the Parties intend that, during the term of this Agreement, the Project will be
placed on exempt portion of the assessment roll and the Owner will not be assessed for any
statutory real property taxes for which it might otherwise be subjected under Massachusetts law
with respect to the Project.
NOW THEREFORE, for and in consideration of the mutual covenants hereinafter
contained, the receipt and sufficiency of which are hereby acknowledged, the Parties hereby
agree as follows:
1.

Representations of the Parties.

(a) The Owner hereby represents, warrants, and covenants that, as of the date of this
Agreement:
The Owner is duly organized, and a validly existing ______________ (corporation,
limited liability company, etc.) duly authorized to do business in the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts has requisite authority to conduct its business as presently conducted or proposed
to be conducted under this Agreement, and has full legal right, power, and authority to execute,
deliver, and perform all applicable terms and provisions of this Agreement.
1.

All necessary action has been taken to authorize the Owner’s execution, delivery, and
performance of this Agreement and this Agreement constitutes the Owner’s legal, valid, and
binding obligation enforceable against it in accordance with its terms.
2.

None of the execution or delivery of this Agreement, the performance of the obligations
in connection with the transactions contemplated hereby, or the fulfillment of the terms and
conditions hereof will (i) conflict with or violate any provision of the Owner’s Certificate of
Incorporation, Certificate of Formation, bylaws or other organizational documents or of any
restriction or any agreement or instrument to which the Owner is a party and by which it is
bound; (ii) conflict with, violate, or result in a breach of any applicable law, rule, regulation, or
order of any court or other taxing jurisdiction or authority of government or ordinance of the
State or any political subdivision thereof; or (iii) conflict with, violate, or result in a breach of or
constitute a default under or result in the imposition or creation of any mortgage, pledge, lien,
security interest, or other encumbrance under this Agreement or under any term or condition of
any mortgage, indenture, or any other agreement or instrument to which it is a party or by which
it or any of the Owner’s properties or assets are bound. There is no action, suit, or proceeding, at
law or in equity, or official investigation before or by any government authority pending or, to its
knowledge, threatened against the Owner, wherein an anticipated decision, ruling, or finding
would result in a material adverse effect on the Owner’s ability to perform its obligations under
this Agreement or on the validity or enforceability of this Agreement.
3.

(b) The Taxing Jurisdiction hereby represents, warrants, and covenants that, as of the date
of this Agreement:
The Taxing Jurisdiction is duly organized, validly existing, and in good standing under
the laws of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts and has full legal right, power, and authority to
1.

execute, deliver, and perform all applicable terms and provisions of this Agreement.
All necessary action has been taken to authorize the Taxing Jurisdiction’s execution,
delivery, and performance of this Agreement, and this Agreement constitutes the Taxing
Jurisdiction’s legal, valid, and binding obligation enforceable against it in accordance with its
terms.
2.

No governmental approval by or with any government authority is required for the valid
execution, delivery, and performance under this Agreement by the Taxing Jurisdiction except
such as have been duly or will be obtained or made.
3.

There is no action, suit, or proceeding, at law or in equity, or official investigation before
or by any government authority pending or, to its knowledge, threatened against the Taxing
Jurisdiction, wherein an anticipated decision, ruling, or finding would result in a material adverse
effect on the Taxing Jurisdiction’s ability to perform its obligations under this Agreement or on
the validity or enforceability of this Agreement.
4.

2.

Tax Exemption; Payment in Lieu of Real Property Taxes.

(a) Tax-Exempt Status of the Project Facility. Pursuant to [
] the Parties hereto
agree that the Project shall be placed by the Taxing Jurisdiction as exempt upon the assessment
rolls of the Taxing Jurisdiction. A [Real Property Tax Exemption Form ] has or will be filed with
the Assessor responsible for the Taxing Jurisdiction and the Project is eligible for exemption
pursuant to [
].
(b) Owner agrees to make annual payments to the Taxing Jurisdiction in lieu of real
property taxes for the Project for a period of [twenty (20)] consecutive fiscal tax years; annual
payments may not exceed the amounts that would otherwise be payable but for the [
]
exemption. Such [20-year] term shall commence on the first taxable status date selected by
Owner following commencement of the construction of the Project (the “Commencement
Date”), and shall end the [twentieth] fiscal year following the Commercial Operations Date. The
first annual payment shall be in the amount of $_________ per Megawatt AC of Capacity (the
“Annual Payment”). Thereafter Annual Payments will escalate by ____ percent (___%) per year.
Based on the Capacity of ____ Megawatts AC, Annual Payments to be made by Owner during
the term of this Agreement shall be as listed in Exhibit B. Each Annual Payment will be paid to
the Taxing Jurisdiction in accordance with Section 5 of this Agreement; and the annual payment
amount and payment date will be noted on an annual bill issued by the Taxing Jurisdiction to the
Owner, provided that any failure of the Taxing Jurisdiction to issue such a bill shall not relieve
Owner of its obligation to make timely payments under this section.
(c) Owner agrees that the payments in lieu of taxes under this Agreement will not be
reduced on account of a depreciation factor or reduction in the Taxing Jurisdiction tax rate, and
the Taxing Jurisdiction agrees that the payments in lieu of taxes will not be increased on account
of an inflation factor or increase in the Taxing Jurisdiction tax rate, all of which factors have
been considered in arriving at the payment amounts reflected in this Agreement.

3.
Change in Capacity at Mechanical Completion: Adjustments to Payments. To the
extent that the Capacity of the Project is more or less than the _____ Megawatts AC on the date
when the Project is mechanically complete and Owner has commenced production of electricity,
the payments set forth in Exhibit B will be increased or decreased on a pro rata basis.
4.
Change in Capacity After Mechanical Completion: Adjustments to Payments. If
after the Completion Date the Capacity is increased or decreased as a result of the replacement or
upgrade or partial removal or retirement of existing Project equipment or property or the addition
of new Project equipment or property, the Annual Payments set forth in Exhibit B shall be
increased or decreased on a pro rata basis for the remaining years of the Agreement.
5.

Payment Collection. (depending on the type of jurisdiction – choose ONE)

Payments for the School District shall be made payable to the ______________ School District
and mailed to the School District, c/o the Superintendent’s Office, located at [ENTER SCHOOL
DISTRICT ADDRESS] and are due no later than September 15th of each year.
Payments for the Town shall be made payable to the Town of ______________ and mailed to
the Town of ______________, c/o the Town of _____________ Supervisor’s Office, located at
[ENTER TOWN ADDRESS] and are due no later than February 15th of each year.
Payments for the County shall be made payable to the County Treasurer and mailed to the
County of ______________, c/o [ENTER COUNTY ADDRESS], and are due no later than
February 15th of each year.
All late payments shall accrue interest at the statutory rate for late tax payments under
Massachusetts Law. Owner shall pay the reasonable attorney fees, court and other costs incurred
by the Taxing Jurisdiction in the collection of the unpaid amounts. All payments by the Owner
hereunder shall be paid in lawful money of the United States of America.
6.
Tax Status. Separate Tax Lot. The Taxing Jurisdiction agrees that during the term
of this Agreement, the Taxing Jurisdiction will not assess Owner for any real property taxes with
respect to the Project to which Owner might otherwise be subject under Massachusetts law, and
the Taxing Jurisdiction agrees that this Agreement will exclusively govern the payments of all
such taxes, provided, however, that this Agreement is not intended to affect, and will not
preclude the Taxing Jurisdiction from assessing, any other taxes, fees, charges, rates or
assessments which the Owner is obligated to pay, including, but not limited to, special
assessments or special district assessments, fees, or charges for services provided by the Taxing
Jurisdiction to the Project. Nothing in this Agreement shall limit the right of the Owner to
challenge the assessment of the Project pursuant to the [
].
7.
No Assignments Without Prior Notice; Binding Effect.
(a) This Agreement may not be assigned by Owner without the prior written consent of
the Taxing Jurisdiction; such consent may not be unreasonably withheld if the Assignee has
agreed in writing to accept all obligations of the Owner. The restrictions on assignment
contained herein do not prohibit or otherwise limit changes in control of Owner. If Owner

assigns this Agreement with the advance written consent of the Taxing Jurisdiction, the Owner
shall be released from all obligations under this Agreement upon assumption hereof in writing by
the assignee, provided that Owner shall, as a condition of such assignment and to the reasonable
satisfaction of the Taxing Jurisdiction, cure any defaults and satisfy all liabilities arising under
this Agreement prior to the date of such assignment. A Notice of this Agreement may be
recorded by Owner and the Taxing Jurisdiction shall cooperate in the execution of required
Assignments with the Owner and its successors. Owner may, with advance written notice to the
Taxing Jurisdiction and without prior consent, assign this Agreement to an affiliate of Owner or
to any party who has provided or is providing financing to Owner for the construction, operation
and/or maintenance of the Project.
(b) Binding Effect. This PILOT Agreement shall inure to the benefit of, and shall be
binding upon, the Taxing Jurisdiction, the Owner and their respective successors and assigns.
8.
Statement of Good Faith. The Parties agree that the payment obligations
established by this Agreement have been negotiated in good faith in recognition of and with due
consideration of the full and fair taxable value of the Project.
9.
Additional Documentation and Actions. Subject to applicable laws and
regulations, each Party will, from time to time hereafter, execute and deliver or cause to be
executed and delivered, such reasonable additional instruments and documents as the other Party
reasonably requests for the purpose of implementing or effectuating the provisions of this
Agreement. Owner shall pay all reasonable attorneys’ and consulting fees incurred by the Taxing
Jurisdiction to review and negotiate any such instruments or documents.
10.
Notices. All notices, consents, requests, or other communications provided for or
permitted to be given hereunder by a Party must be in writing and will be deemed to have been
properly given or served upon the personal delivery thereof, via courier delivery service, by
hand, or by certified mail, return receipt requested. Such notices shall be addressed or delivered
to the Parties at their respective addresses shown below.
If to Owner:

With a copy to:

If to the Taxing Jurisdiction:
Attn: Superintendent
Mayor
Town Supervisor
County

With a copy to:
Any such addresses for the giving of notices may be changed by either Party by giving
written notice as provided above to the other Party. Notice given by counsel to a Party shall be
effective as notice from such Party.
11.
Applicable Law. This Agreement will be made and interpreted in accordance with
the laws of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts Owner and the Taxing Jurisdiction each
consent to the jurisdiction of the Massachusetts courts in and for the County in which the Project
is located regarding any and all matters, including interpretation or enforcement of this
Agreement or any of its provisions. Accordingly, any litigation arising hereunder shall be
brought solely in such courts.
12.
Termination Rights of the Owner. Owner may terminate this Agreement at any
time by Notice to the Taxing Jurisdiction. Upon receipt of the Notice of Termination, the Project
shall be placed on the taxable portion of the tax roll effective on the next taxable status date of
the Taxing Jurisdiction. Owner shall be liable for all PILOT payments due in the year of
termination, except that if Owner is required to pay any part-year real property taxes, the PILOT
payment for that year shall be reduced pro rata so that the Owner is not required to pay both
PILOT payments and real property taxes for any period of time.
13.
Termination Rights of Taxing Jurisdiction. Notwithstanding anything to the
contrary in this Agreement, the Taxing Jurisdiction may terminate this Agreement on thirty (30)
days written notice to Owner if:
a.
Owner fails to make timely payments required under this Agreement, unless such
payment is received by the Taxing Jurisdiction within the 30-day notice period with
interest as stated in this Agreement
b.
Owner has filed, or has had filed against it, a petition in Bankruptcy, or is
otherwise insolvent;
14.
Remedies; Waiver And Notice.
(A)
No Remedy Exclusive. No remedy herein conferred upon or reserved to Party is intended
to be exclusive of any other available remedy or remedies, but each and every such remedy shall
be cumulative and shall be in addition to every other remedy given under this Agreement or now
or hereafter existing at law or in equity or by statute.
(B)
Delay. No delay or omission in exercising any right or power accruing upon the
occurrence of any breach of an obligation hereunder shall impair any such right or power or shall
be construed to be a waiver thereof, but any such right or power may be exercised from time to
time and as often as may be deemed expedient.
(C)
No Waiver. In the event any provision contained in this Agreement should be breached
by any party and thereafter duly waived by the other party so empowered to act, such waiver

shall be limited to the particular breach so waived and shall not be deemed to be a waiver of any
other breach hereunder. No waiver, amendment, release or modification of this Agreement shall
be established by conduct, custom or course of dealing.
15.
Entire Agreement. The Parties agree that this is the entire, fully integrated
Agreement between them with respect to payments in lieu of taxes for the Project.
16.
Amendments. This Agreement may not be effectively amended, changed,
modified, altered or terminated except by an instrument in writing executed by the parties hereto.
17.
No Third Party Beneficiaries. The Parties state that there are no third-party
beneficiaries to this Agreement.
18.
Severability. If any article, section, subdivision, paragraph, sentence, clause,
phrase, provision or portion of this Agreement shall for any reason be held or adjudged to be
invalid or illegal or unenforceable by any court of competent jurisdiction, such article, section,
subdivision, paragraph, sentence, clause, phrase, provision or portion so adjudged invalid, illegal
or unenforceable shall be deemed separate, distinct and independent and the remainder of this
Agreement shall be and remain in full force and effect and shall not be invalidated or rendered
illegal or unenforceable or otherwise affected by such holding or adjudication.
19. Counterparts. This Agreement may be simultaneously executed in several
counterparts, each of which shall be an original and all of which shall constitute but one and the
same instrument.

Executed by the undersigned as of the day and year first written above, each of whom
represents that it is fully and duly authorized to act on behalf of and bind its principals.

By:

Name

Title

Date

TAXING JURISDICTION OF
______________________________

Superintendent/Supervisor/County Official

Date

EXHIBIT A

Description of Land

EXHIBIT B

Year

Payment Amount

ATTACHMENT E
FORMS

RFP Form 3
Statement of Independent Certified Public Accountant

